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ABSTRACT
FINANCIAL SERVICES: A TAXONOMY OF CONSUMER-FOCUSED
SELLING ACTIVITIES AND SALES POSITIONS
by
Linda J. S. (Joie) Hain

The financial services industry has come under close scrutiny in the past several
years resulting in a much different and more highly regulated environment. These
regulatory changes impact the way a salesperson interacts with customers in the banking
industry. Currently, the financial services industry accounts for almost half of the
country’s nonfarm, commercial profit. No prior sales taxonomy has been conducted for
individuals in the financial services industry that are involved in selling. This study
utilizes the NAICS subcodes 522, 523, and 524 to understand and classify the consumerfocused sales activities that characterize the financial services industry. Using an
established taxonomy development method and an established product sales taxonomy
with resulting job position descriptions, a financial services sales activities taxonomy and
job descriptions were developed. Contrasts and comparisons were conducted, with the
results reflecting that financial services sales differs from other product and service sales
activities and job position descriptions. This study provides an important first
foundational step for future research to assess other differences within the financial
services sales industry.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Financial Services
Modern financial services is an industry that is fast, large, complex, and global
with significant automation (Lin, 2014). The associated innovation creates a variety of
financial products and services, meeting the needs of individuals and companies, while
raising funds that provide for economic growth (Chou, 2007). No nation can maintain its
strategic dominance without maintaining its dominance as the world’s foremost financial
center (Lacey & Asher, 2009). “If a nation allows its financial system to weaken, it
undermines its economic strength, and by extension its ability to project its power and
influence into the larger world” (Lacey & Asher, 2009 p. 15).
The United States financial services industry and particularly the mortgage
lending segment received much public criticism as the cause of the recent credit crisis in
the United States and eventually the major world markets (Johnston, 2009; Lewis, Kay,
Kelso, & Larson, 2010). When local banks began to fail and the economy continued to
falter, the U.S. Government authorized $700 billion to provide liquidity and to prevent
bank failure in the form of the Troubled Assets Relief Program or TARP money (Katz,
2011). This widely unpopular decision brought much public criticism (Couch, Foster,
Malone, & Black, 2011) with blame rapidly placed on the financial institutions for
inappropriate lending practices (Lewis et al., 2010), credit default swaps, and financial
derivatives (Crawford, 2011).
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Prior to this period of financial services institution failures (Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation, 2014), the U.S. government was attempting to prevent repeats of
the implosion of firms such as Enron (Ferrell & Ferrell, 2011). The accounting industry,
charged with ensuring the accurate reporting of firm financial records, implemented
sweeping changes in the form of national government regulations passed in 2002 called
Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX), which set new standards for publicly held firms (Maroney &
McDevitt, 2008). This regulatory act established new and higher standards for financial
practices and corporate governance as well as expanded legislation regarding white-collar
crime. At the same time, the banking industry doors were increasingly open for higher
risk investments.
The Glass-Steagall Act of 1933 was passed in response to the Great Depression
bank failures, where one out of every five banks failed (Crawford, 2011). This act
prohibited an institution from operating in any combination of a bank, insurance
company, or investment house, forcing the separation of commercial and investment
banking. The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, also known as the Financial Services
Modernization Act of 1999, repealed portions of the Glass-Steagall Act and allowed the
combination of insurance companies, commercial banks, and investment banks
(Tregenna, 2009). This created the ability for a financial services institution or bank to
underwrite and participate in insurance and investments as well as residential and
consumer banking. An example of this type of joining of institutions is the combination
of Citicorp and the Travelers Group forming the initial Citigroup, Inc., becoming at the
time the world’s largest financial services company, handling banking, security, and
insurance services (CNNMoney, 1998).
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Following the 2008 financial meltdown (Lewis et al., 2010) the financial services
industry changed dramatically, with almost 400 mortgage lenders closing (The Mortgage
Lender Implode-o-Meter, 2013). In addition to the $700 billion Troubled Asset Relief
Program to stabilize the banking industry (Couch et al., 2011), the Dodd-Frank Wall
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act was signed into law in 2010 (H.R. 4173).
This reform act was established in response to the “Great Recession of 2008” (Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau, 2012; Couch et al., 2011, p. 1) to provide consumer
protection, and is viewed as a major regulation for the financial industry (Couch et al.,
2011). The third piece of legislation established was the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau (CFPB). In 2012, the CFPB had 20 final rulings or commentaries on new and
existing laws focused on the mortgage lending industry and the protection of the
consumer (CFPB, 2012). All of these changes have significantly impacted the financial
services sales environment.
Financial Services Salesperson
The financial services salesperson deals in confidential and high customer
involvement sales transactions with product characteristics of intangibility, risk, and
uncertainty (Maas & Graf, 2008). The results of the banking conglomerations have
created a focus on building long-term relationships (Delport, Steyn, & Mostert, 2011)
with the entire financial institution’s personnel promoting the full product spectrum of the
institution (Rica, 2012). The financial services salesperson has a defined specialty
product sales role such as loans, insurance, or investments. In the sales process, the
financial services salesperson has mandatory information disclosure requirements (Lee &
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Hogarth, 2000) yet must provide information specific to the individual’s situation to be
effective (Todd, 2002).
Typologies and Taxonomies
The use of scientific classification dates back to the time of Plato and Aristotle,
who proposed there is a universal law of nature that when discovered permits the
development of a framework that can be established based on classification of either
images or of ideas (Fleishman, Quaintance, & Broedling, 1984). “Classificational
schemata play fundamental roles in the development of a discipline since they are the
primary means for organizing phenomena into classes or groups” (Hunt, 1983, p. 348).
According to Bunn (1993), classification schemes are important to research and
subsequent marketing program development, and facilitate the development of theory. In
its simplest form, the development of a classification is ordering entities into groups
based on their similarities (Bailey, 1994). There are two basic classification approaches:
typologies and taxonomies (K.B. Smith, 2002). A typology is established based on
concepts and is not empirically derived (K.B. Smith, 2002) as it can be formed without
statistical analysis (Bailey, 1994). Vague definitions can lead to poor differentiation with
results falling between categories (Fleishman et al., 1984).
A taxonomy is an empirically established classification of objects usually based
on one or more characteristics (Hair, Black, Babin, & Anderson, 2010). It is “perhaps the
most important and basic step in conducting any form of scientific inquiry” (Carper &
Snizek, 1980, p. 65). “A taxonomy, in its purest form, is an inductive method that
attempts to avoid any a priori scientific conceptualization” (Riggs, 2012, p. 8) while
transcending all boundaries of research discipline (Carper & Snizek, 1980).
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“Classification systems that describe relationships among objects in nature should
generate hypotheses” (Fleishman et al., 1984, p. 23). Taxonomies will be reviewed
further in Chapter 3.
Sales Literature and Sales Taxonomies
Prior research on the determinants of sales performance has had mixed results.
Churchill, Ford, Hartley, and Walker (1985) contend this is because selling tasks and
responsibilities vary across industries. Moncrief (1986) conducted a seminal sales
taxonomy study on industrial sales forces that represented the first empirical sales
taxonomy. The study focused on industrial salespeople—those that sold a tangible
product. An important limitation of this initial study for the financial services industry is
that Moncrief purposefully excluded retail and service industries as he felt that the
combination might result in noninterpretable results. In 2006, Moncrief, Marshall, and
Lassk (2006) revisited the taxonomy empirically developed in 1986, again excluding
service firms, specifically finance, insurance, and real estate. The 2006 Moncrief et al.
study modernized sales activities, including laptops and cellphone usage.
Service Literature and Service Taxonomies
Zeithaml (1981) states services have unique characteristics that make them more
difficult to measure. The unique characteristics of intangibility, nonstandardization, and
inseparability create a more difficult measurement process. These unique characteristics
create a need for a different evaluation process than those used when assessing goods.
The philosophy that sales of goods represent productivity evolved from Adam Smith
(1776). Vargo and Morgan (2005) explored the shifting focus of the market and proposed
that a goods-dominant or tangible goods market does not fully characterize the economy.
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They proposed there is a shift in “mature economies from production-dominant toward
services-dominant economic activity” (p. 42). Vargo and Lusch (2004) proposed a
service-dominant logic including eight foundational premises for service, later expanding
it to 10 foundational premises (Vargo & Lusch, 2008). During their continued research,
Vargo and Lusch believed their terminology continued to be production or “goodsdominant” logic lexicon, and the terminology needed to be reconsidered.
Bowen (1990) was the first to develop an empirical taxonomy of services to gain
insight into strategic marketing, stating that the development of services marketing has
been unable to keep up with its dynamic pace. Previous clusters or characteristics of
marketing services had been developed, but none were empirically established. Although
Bowen researched across service industries, he did not include any financial services
business segments. Again, this research gap limited the usefulness of the findings for the
financial services industry. Miller and Foust (2003) pursued the element of
intangibility/tangibility in a services taxonomy and included banking services and
insurance. Banking was deemed moderate on the intangibility/tangibility continuum,
whereas insurance was perceived among the most intangible of services.
Financial Services Taxonomies
Financial services literature searches provide very few financial services
taxonomies. Tsiotsou (2008) developed a taxonomy of consumers of financial services,
classifying the consumers based on products purchased and their associated risks, but did
not include the sales force. While financial services taxonomies exist that focus on
knowledge processes (Currie, Michell, & Abanishe, 2008) and data processing (Phillips,
Bahmanziari, & Colvard, 2008), none exist specific to the sales process. The lack of a
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financial services sales activities taxonomy limits research in support of the financial
services sales force.
Need for a Financial Services Salesperson Taxonomy
The financial services industry has been studied in depth. Examples include bank
scoring (Brescia & Steinway, 2013), credit scores (Wagner, 2004), the subprime crisis
(Friedland, 2009), organizational performance (Bartel, 2004), and U.S. policy initiatives
(Norton, 2010), yet there is limited research regarding the financial services sales force
that delivers these products and services to the consumer. As noted earlier, Moncrief et
al. (2006) concluded that the financial services industry should be studied beginning with
literature reviews. The Journal of Financial Services Marketing had a recent call for
papers relating to the training, organizing, motivating, and controlling of the financial
services sales force (Sangari, 2013), reflecting the need for further research. A taxonomy
of financial services sales will help “bring order to complex sets of interrelated
phenomena by identifying recurring patterns and common traits among elements” (Autry,
Zacharia, & Lamb, 2008, p. 27).
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to develop an empirically based taxonomy of
consumer-focused financial services sales activities. Specifically, this study will explore
the sales activities in the financial services industry and will create associated sales roles
for those activities. The results of the sales activities and associated sales roles will be
compared to and contrasted with prior defined nonfinancial services sales roles to
determine similarities and differences.
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Contribution
To date, research has not been conducted to obtain knowledge about the current
paradigm that financial services sales are different from product sales or other service
sales. This study will either support the current research paradigm that financial services
sales activities are different, or provide evidence of similarities between financial services
sales and other sales roles. Empirically developed financial services consumer-focused
sales activities will be developed. Additionally, financial services consumer-focused sales
force job classifications will be empirically developed. The resulting classifications will
provide theoretical advancement for financial services sales force management and the
basis for future management, measurement, and subsequent research of the financial
services sales force.
Format of Dissertation
This dissertation is presented in the following order. First, in Chapter 2, extant
literature is presented that includes sales literature, the use of taxonomies, empirical sales
taxonomies, service taxonomies, and a review of the financial services literature. The
methodology chapter, Chapter 3, provides an overview of the qualitative methods used in
the data collection process of gathering additional sales activities. This is followed by the
overview of the quantitative methods used in the analysis of the sales activities and
clustering of sales positions. Chapter 4 provides the data analysis with the interpretation
and presentation of the study results. The final chapter provides a discussion of the
results, managerial implications, academic implications, conclusions, limitations, and
recommendations for further studies.

CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Literature Review Overview
The literature review starts by framing the financial services industry sectors
relevant to salespeople. Next a review from the sales literature pertinent to sales
taxonomies is presented. This is followed by a review of the services literature, focusing
on taxonomies. The final section of the literature review will present financial services
sales literature, again focusing on taxonomies. The literature from each of these areas will
provide the foundation and support for the development of a taxonomy specifically for
the financial services sales force (see Figure 1).

Sales Foundational
Literature

Services Foundational
Literature

Financial
Services
Sales
Taxonomy

Financial Services Foundational
Literature

Figure 1. Foundational literature review.
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Defining the United States Financial Services Industry
The regulatory environment is established to provide stability and to safeguard the
financial system while attempting to balance over-regulation against the cost of lost
opportunity (Walter, 2004). Financial institutions provide support and benefits to their
clients through the use of safe and low-cost savings products as well as providing a
method to invest in a home or business. Banking relationships make it possible to acquire
financial assets that are not as readily available for those without the relationships (Bohn
& Pearlman, 2013).
The financial services industry holds unique characteristics. Intangibles, high
customer involvement, and confidentiality along with risk, uncertainty, trust, and
personal relationships are components of the financial services industry (Maas & Graf,
2008). “The buying process for financial services can be complicated by the nature
(intangible, contemporaneous production and consumption, and long product lives), the
variety, and the complexity of their products” (Tsiotsou, 2008, p. 136).
The financial services industry is an important part of the U.S. economy,
capturing approximately half of all nonfarm corporate profits in the United States,
increasing from just 10% at the end of World War II (Soltas, 2013). As of November
2012, the financial services industry employed 5.8 million people or 4.3% of the nonfarm
workforce, accounting for 8.3% of the 2011 GDP (Economist Intelligence Unit Ltd.,
2012). The banking system is dominated by a small number of banks that typically have
large investment banking operations, followed by regional banks. After the
consolidations of the 2008 financial crisis, in terms of assets, the top four banks in the
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United States are J.P. Morgan Chase & Co., Bank of America, Citigroup, and Wells
Fargo & Company (Relbanks, 2013).
Globally, every subsector within the U.S. financial services industry remains a
world leader with the “deepest and most liquid debt markets, the largest equity markets,
the biggest banking sector (measured by assets), and the largest insurance market”
(Economist Intelligence Unit Ltd., 2012, p. 4). The U.S. insurance market accounts for
approximately one-quarter of the global business volume.
The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO, 2013) defines the financial
services industry to include the following sectors:


Depository credit institutions:
o Commercial banks, thrifts (savings and loan associations and savings
banks), and credit unions.



Holdings and trust:
o Investment trusts, investment companies, and holding companies.



Nondepository credit institutions:
o Credit extension in the form of loans.
o Federally sponsored credit agencies, personal credit institutions, and
mortgage bankers and brokers.



Securities sector:
o Firms and organizations that bring together buyers and sellers of
securities and commodities, manage investments, and offer financial
advice.
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Insurance sector:
o Carriers and insurance agents that provide protection against financial
risks to policyholders in exchange for the payment of premiums.

The U.S. Standard Industrial Classification system (SIC) was developed as a
numerical code to classify all types of business industries and activities. In 1997, the U.S.
Department of Revenue determined the SIC system was obsolete and replaced it with the
North American Industry Classification System or NAICS. This system is used for
economic statistical collection and analysis. NAICS is evaluated every five years to
ensure that it remains current with the economic system (Department of Revenue, 2006).
The current financial NAICS code for the Finance and Insurance industry sector is 52 and
is divided into five segments:
521 Monetary Authorities – Central Bank
522 Credit Intermediation and Related Activities
523 Securities and Commodity Contracts, and Other Financial Investments, and
Related Activities
524 Insurance Carriers and Related Activities
525 Funds, Trusts, and Other Financial Vehicles
The Finance and Insurance sector has three principle activities. They are to:
1. raise funds as a result of deposits and/or the issuing of securities;
2. pool risk by underwriting insurance and annuities; and
3. provide specialized services in support of financial intermediation, insurance,
and employee benefit programs (U.S. Census Bureau, 2012).
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Figure 2 contains a detailed list of code 52 Finance and Insurance, and Figure 3 contains
the definitions of each of the five segments.
52

Finance and Insurance

521

Monetary Authorities – Central Bank

522
5221
52211
52212
52213
52219
5222
52221
52222
52229
52292
5223
52231
52232
52239

Credit Intermediation and Related Activities
Depository Credit Intermediation
Commercial Banking
Savings Institutions
Credit Unions
Other Depository Credit Intermediation
Non-depository Credit Intermediation
Credit Card Issuing
Sales Financing
Other Non-depository Credit Intermediation
Real Estate Credit
Activities Related to Credit Intermediation
Mortgage and Nonmortgage Loan Brokers
Financial Transactions Processing, Reserve, and Clearinghouse Activities
Other Activities Related to Credit Intermediation

523
5231
52311
52312
52313
52314
5232
52321
5239
52391
52392
52393
52399

Securities, Commodity Contracts, and Other Financial Investments and Related
Activities
Securities and Commodity Contracts Intermediation and Brokerage
Investment Banking and Securities Dealing
Securities Brokerage
Commodity Contracts Dealing
Commodity Contracts Brokerage
Securities and Commodity Exchanges
Securities and Commodity Exchanges
Other Financial Investment Activities
Miscellaneous Intermediation
Portfolio Management
Investment Advice
All Other Financial Investment Activities

524
5241
52411
52412
52413
5242
52421
52429

Insurance Carriers and Related Activities
Insurance Carriers
Direct Life, Health, and Medical Insurance Carriers
Direct Insurance (except Life, Health, and Medical) Carriers
Reinsurance Carriers
Agencies, Brokerages, and Other Insurance Related Activities
Insurance Agencies and Brokerages
Other Insurance Related Activities

525

Funds, Trusts and Other Financial Vehicles

Figure 2. North American Industry Classification System, 2012 NAICS Definition – 52
Finance and Insurance (U.S. Census Bureau, 2012).
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NAICS Code 52—Finance and Insurance
521 Monetary Authorities—Central Bank
Engage in performing central bank functions such as issuing currency, managing the
nation’s money supply and international reserves, holding deposits that are the reserves
of other banks, and acting as a fiscal agent for the central government.
522 Credit Intermediation and Related Activities
Firms in this subsector lend money from depositors, lend funds raised from credit market
borrowing, or lend funds or issue credit in activities such as mortgage and loan brokerage
and check cashing services.
523 Securities, Commodity Contracts, and Other Financial Investments and Related
Activities
This subsector is engaged in one of the following: (1) underwriting securities issues
and/or making markets for securities and commodities; (2) acting as agents between
buyers and sellers of securities and commodities; (3) providing security and commodity
exchange services; or (4) providing the management of portfolio assets, investment
advice, and trust, fiduciary, and custody services.
524 Insurance Carriers and Related Activities
Firms in this business subsector underwrite annuities and insurance policies and sell
insurance policies while providing other insurance and employee-benefit related services.
525 Funds, Trusts, and Other Financial Vehicles
This subsector comprises legal entities that are organized to pool securities or other assets
on behalf of shareholders or beneficiaries of employee benefit or trust funds. These
consist of customized portfolios to achieve diversification, risk, interest, and return rates.
This subsector earns interest and dividends, but has little or no employment and no
service sales income. Companies with employees focused on this section are classified in
Group code 5239: Other Financial Investment Activities. Real estate–focused securities
are classified under subsector 531: Real Estate.
Figure 3. North American Industry Classification System, Sector 52 definitions (U.S.
Census Bureau, 2012).

Sales Literature and Sales Taxonomies Review
The study of sales force classifications began with McMurray (1961) providing
five nonempirical categories of sales forces. He states that selling is different from all
other perspectives of business and felt that “it does not lend itself to the empirical,
qualitative research methodologies of the more exact sciences” (p. 113). Four key actions
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are defined that must take place in the sales cycle: dynamics of the sale (needs
assessment), developing prospect interest, providing rationalization, and closing the sale,
with each different type of sales requiring unique traits in the salesperson.
Following McMurray, Newton (1973) developed four categories of selling that
are not industry restricted with a goal to understand sales activities to measure
performance. These categories are: (1) trade selling, (2) missionary selling, (3) technical
selling, and (4) new business selling. This study excluded companies where the sales
force was considered retail (or behind the counter sales, delivery or route salesman), as
well as banking, insurance, and real estate companies. Banking, insurance, and real estate
salespeople were not included because their sales activities do not easily compare to the
sales activities of other industries. Additionally, many of the salespeople are independent
agents who would have difficulty in providing the required data.
Lamont and Lundstrom (1974) extended the study of sales behavior by creating a
60-item list of sales activities that were factor-analyzed into eight categories. The study
was conducted on a single firm’s industrial sales force which resulted in eight categories:
(1) assisting and working with district management, (2) customer service, (3) personal
integrity and selling ethics, (4) direct selling, (5) developing relationships with customers,
(6) keeping abreast of market conditions, (7) meeting sales objectives, and (8)
maintaining complete customer records. The variables are listed in Figure 4.
By conducting a meta-analysis, Churchill et al. (1985) attempted to understand
the impact of six defined factors on sales performance and the moderating effects of
product type and customer type. The contribution of the Churchill et al. article is that it
provides support that the type of product sold—whether consumer goods, industrial

*Make sales presentations

*Present during repairs
*Test product **

their true value
*Maintaining high standards of personal
conduct when representing the company
*Working within the merchandise plans
& policies established by the company
*Answering questions about company
products & services honestly & accurately
*Making sales presentations that have
well-defined objectives
*Making sales presentations that
communicate product benefits
*Knowing correct applications &
installations of company products
*Handling sales objectives
*Providing customers technical info
on company products
*Using entertainment to strengthen the
business relationship with customers
*Maintaining a friendly, personal
relationship with customers
*Keeping company and customers
informed of market conditions that
affect their business
*Closing the sale and obtaining the order
*Identifying the individual with
authority to make the purchasing
decision
*Selling company products at a volume
which meets or exceeds expectancy
*Checking customer inventory &
recommending orders
*Maintaining customer records that are
accurate, complete, and up to date

*Assisting district sales managers in

market surveys, new product evolutions

*Preparing yearly MBO report on sales

goals & sales plans

*Preparing reports on territorial expenses

*Managing a sales territory within the

expense budget

*Reviewing with district mgt progress

toward achieving sales goals

*Using district mgt to make joint

sales calls on customers

*Submitting weekly business

conditions report

*Participating in the activities of industry

trade associations and local business grps

*Arranging credit adjustments on

incorrect invoicing, shipping, & order

shortages

*Fairness to customers & company in

pricing, settling complaints, & allocating

materials

*Distributing allocated products to

customers

*Keeping customers informed of supply

conditions on company products

*Informing customers of problems filling

sales orders

*Assisting customers & prospects in

providing credit info to the company

*Investigating & reporting customer

complaints

*Selling company products

according to established prices

*Submit price bids

*Determine price by contact

*File

*Fill our purchase orders

*Handle local advertising

*Stock shelves with product

*Point of purchase

*Take inventory for client

*Travel with supervisors

*Assist management surveys

*Provide info to salespeople

*Monitor competitor's products

*Coordinate activities

*Provide technical information

*Phone office

*Read trade publications

*Read company literature

*Reports on sales activities

*Fill out expense accounts

*Feedback from clients

*Check in with supervisor

*Provide feedback

*Take clients on-site

*Practice using product

*Examine prior to installation

*Order repair parts

*Learn about product

*Order accessories**

product

*Train customers to use

*Teach safety instructions

*Make deliveries

*Perform maintenance

*Supervise installation**

Figure 4. Sales activities.
**Activity did not emerge in Marshall, Moncrief, & Lassk (1999) study.

*Verify commissions

*Figure up bills

*Modify product

people

*Give orders to support

*Keep track of invoices

*Write up orders

*Tailor to customer needs

*Follow up on client's order

*Find lost orders

*Handle shipment problems

*Handle back orders

*Expedite orders

*Prepare visual displays

*Predict closure dates

*Demonstrate the product

*Help clients

*Study client's needs

*Plan daily routine

*Coordinate w/ existing line

*Introduce new products

*Presentation "aid"

*Products to take on call

*Make closure & obtain order

*Call on new accounts

*Leads for prospects

*Plan selling activities

*IO potential decision making

*Call on potential accounts

*Overcome objections

*Prepare sales presentations

Moncrief (1986)
*Representing company products at

Lamont & Lundstrom (1974)

*Travel to office

*Travel in town

*Work out of home

*Work after hours

*Travel out of town

*Spend night on road

*Send Christmas cards

*Politicking outside

*Flatter clients

*Take clients to lunch

*Throw parties for client

*Take clients to drink

*Take clients to dinner

*Entertain clients

*Call on existing accounts

*Provide seminars

*Make guest speeches

*Determine legalities

*Determine own price

*Write letters

*Send out memos

*Design sales plan

*Travel with trainees**

*Train new salespeople**

*Look for new sales reps**

*Appointments by mail

*Review new company products

*Set up exhibition

*Fill out questionnaires

*Work client conferences

*Attend periodic training

*Attend regional sales meeting

*Attend sales conference

*Sell to ultimate customer

*Study market trends

*Research clients' background

*Keep office in order

*Make probing phone calls

*Distribute flyers

*Look up price

appointments

*Phone to set up

*Phone to follow up

*Politicking within company

*Help find financing

*Phone for service

*Forecast demand

*Load product

*Order samples

*Do public relations work

*Fill out credit forms

*Collect past due accounts

*Handle credit

*Good relations with dist.

*Sell to distributors

*Attend local sales meeting
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goods, or service product—does impact sales performance. Only 26% of the studies were
based on service product sales, reflecting limited service-specific research. This provides
additional support indicating a gap in the research for financial services sales
management.
Prior to the initial Moncrief (1986) study, lists of sales activities were qualitative
or anecdotal as no systematic, quantitative-based sales job taxonomy had been developed.
Since “the theoretical basis of any discipline begins with classification and variables” (p.
269), Moncrief proposed to: “(1) develop a comprehensive inventory of selling activities
from a broad cross-section of industry salespeople, (2) identify the basic factors that
underlie those activities, and (3) develop an empirical taxonomy of selling jobs based on
those dimensions” (p. 261). Using personal interviews and focus group sessions with
salespeople from different manufacturing sales industries, Moncrief developed a detailed
list of sales activities. The activities totaled 121 different activities resulting in 10 factors.
The factors are defined as: (1) selling function, (2) working with orders, (3) servicing the
product, (4) information management, (5) servicing the account, (6) conferences
/meetings, (7) training/recruiting, (8) entertaining, (9) out of town travel, and (10)
working with distributors. The ten factors were then clustered into six classifications: (1)
institutional seller, (2) order taker, (3) missionary salesperson, (4) trade servicer, (5) trade
seller, and (6) residual. Moncrief contributed to the literature by developing and
empirically testing the first taxonomy of industrial sales forces. His study used 15 SIC
codes. However, this sample had no representation of service sales or financial services
sales firms.
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Sumrall (1992), using a health care setting, proposes that all sales jobs are not
alike and may be one reason why sales research has different results. Additionally, he
notes that researchers tend to study tangible-product, business-to-business sales forces as
they perceive services sales to be more difficult. In the review of selling activities by
Moncrief (1986), he stated there are sales activities that service sales forces do not
perform that are performed by product sales forces. Examples of these activities are
stocking shelves and repairing products. To better understand health care services sales,
Sumrall, following Moncrief’s analysis method, developed a taxonomy resulting in five
factors. They are: (1) selling function activities, (2) travel and entertainment activities, (3)
research activities, (4) expertise activities, and (5) new product activities. These five
factors were then submitted to a cluster analysis resulting in five health care services
sales positions versus the six in the Moncrief study. The five health care services sales
position clusters are classified as: (1) the new business missionary, (2) the sales assistant,
(3) the new business seller, (4) the sales administrator, and (5) the maintenance
missionary. In the analysis of results, only three of the clusters are concerned with
developing new business. The new business missionary and new business seller appear to
increase firm sales while the maintenance missionary appears to only work to maintain
sales for the status quo. The other two positions appear as short-term or temporary
activities. The differences in the three classifications are important to understand as a
high-performing individual in the maintenance missionary group would not necessarily
see high sales, but may well be meeting the required goals of that position.
Darmon (1998) emphasizes that classification is critical to science. The
development of typologies of sales positions is a requirement for applying the scientific
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method to the study of personal selling and sales management. Darmon poses three
dimensions that characterize a sales position: (1) the information load required by the
sales position, (2) the sales position’s extent and complexity of information processing,
and (3) the importance of time management relative to relationship management.
Marshall, Moncrief, and Lassk (1999) revisited Moncrief’s (1986) initial study on sales
activities. Building from the 121 sales activities (Figure 4) that Moncrief used in his
study, Marshall et al. conducted six focus groups from a mixture of product and service
sales companies to determine if the list of 121 sales activities was still valid, and if not, to
propose what current sales activities are valid for a sales force (Figure 5). The purpose of
this study was not to create or validate a new taxonomy, but to revisit current sales
activities. In their research, several sales activities previously used were not reported in
the study. The authors did not know if the activities were no longer valid sales activities
or not used by the study sample. The research identified 49 new sales activities that were
divided between technological and nontechnological activities. The greatest area of
change was in the area of communications, and includes the engagement of laptops,
cellphones, faxes, webpages, and other forms of communication. Marshall et al. proposed
that the characteristics that made for a successful salesperson in the early to mid-1980s
were not the same characteristics as in 1999, which included a new focus on
technological advances. While services were included in this research, only 11 (27.5%)
of the firms were service firms and only one financial services firm, an insurance
company, was included.
Cannon and Perreault (1999) developed a taxonomy that focused on the buyer–
seller relationship in business-to-business selling. They surveyed purchasing managers
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Technology

Nontechnology

Communications
Email
Dictaphone
Internet
Laptops: CD ROM*
Voicemail
Fax
Cellular phone
Pager
Web page*
Newsletters
Audio-video conference
Provide technical info
Overnight services
Maintain virtual office

Communications
Practice language skills

Sales
Set up appointments
Script sales pitch from database
Use software for customer background
Laptop for presentation*
VCR for presentation
Provide technology ability to customer

Sales
Adaptive selling
Conduct research at customer’s business
Avoid potential litigation
Plan for multiple calls to close deal
Sell value-added services
Respond to referrals
Write thank-yous*
Target key accounts
Pick up sales supplies
Consultative sales
Listen
Ask questions
Read body language
Sell unique competencies

Relationship
Web page

Relationship
Bring in vendor/alliance
Develop relationship
Hand-hold customer
Write thank-yous
Purchase dealers
Call on CEOs
Build rapport with buying center
Network
Build trust
Train brokers

Team
Conference calls

Team
Mentor
Make sales and turn it over to someone else
Coordinate with sales support

Database
Collect new information from database
Enter information/date on laptop
Update customer files

Figure 5. New sales activities (Marshall et al., 1999).
*Appears in more than one cell.
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from manufacturing and services, but no financial services firms were included in the
sample. They noted there are multiple ways to create a taxonomy, and that a taxonomy is
most effective when associated with a particular market or determinant, which is
consistent with Moncrief’s research.
Moncrief et al. (2006) noted that since Moncrief’s study in 1986, sales jobs had
changed significantly due to the rapidly changing environment. The changes impacted the
focus of customer relationships, technology, changing customer preferences, competition,
and downsizing. The previous taxonomies of sales jobs were proposed as outdated and no
longer characteristic of current and future research. Three environmental trends were
identified as needing additional attention: behavioral, technological, and managerial.
Their study resulted in 12 factors: (1) relationship selling, (2) promotional activities and
sales service, (3) entertaining, (4) prospecting, (5) computer, (6) travel, (7) training
/recruiting, (8) delivery, (9) products support, (10) educational activities, (11) office, and
(12) channel support. Different from Moncrief’s (1986) prior study was the emergence of
the factor labeled computer, as well as the factors labeled office and educational
activities. The cluster analysis resulted in six clusters: (1) consultative seller, (2) new
business/channel development, (3) missionary seller, (4) delivery seller, (5) sales support,
and (6) key account seller. The key account seller is a new category for the taxonomy.
The contribution of this study is an expansion of the salesperson taxonomy
originally developed by Moncrief in 1986. Using updated activities, 12 factors and 6
clusters were developed in the study. Like Moncrief’s 1986 study, the data selection
included manufacturing codes 20–39. Specifically finance, insurance, and real estate
along with other general service firms were not included in the study.
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Homburg, Jensen, and Krohmer (2008) conducted an empirical taxonomy of the
interface between marketing and sales. Seven industry sectors were examined, including
financial services (26% of sample). The cluster in which financial services is most
strongly represented is defined as a sales unit that is in the lowest range of market
knowledge, but the most product-focused of the clusters, typically with a short-term
focus. While this classification defines sales product knowledge as low, prior research
states that financial services sales has complex products, requiring greater product
knowledge, and that is a primary reason financial services sales should be studied
separately from other industries.
A more-recent taxonomy was conducted by Riggs (2012). Riggs’ research
describes the impact regulations have on the way salespersons perform their jobs,
resulting in a six-cluster solution of distinct regulations that affect selling activities. The
results of that study are limited as it is industry-specific to pharmaceutical sales. Further
studies could be conducted to understand the expanded regulatory impact of the financial
services industry and the impact to the financial services sales customer.
Dubinksy and Rudelius (1980) questioned if the selling techniques for industrial
products and for services differed. By conducting a study of both industrial product sales
and services sales respondents using the Personal Selling Process (PSP), they presented
the seven-step sales process with 84 distinct sales techniques. Of the 84 sales techniques,
more than one-quarter (22) of the techniques were deemed statistically different between
the two sales groups. George, Kelly, and Marshall (1986) presented that the selling of
services is a holistic process involving all functions of the firm and is not to be left to
lower management for implementation. Developing the seven-part customer contact
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model for services, their research—conducted in a large financial institution—reflects
that every employee that is in contact with the customer is part of the selling of services.
Service Literature and Service Taxonomies Review
One of the first studies to empirically research the service marketing sector
explored the attributes of service sales using seven characteristics (see Figure 6) that were
defined as being common to services (Bowen, 1990). The resulting taxonomy groups are:
(1) high-contact, customized, personal services, (2) moderate contact, semicustomized,
nonpersonalized services, and (3) moderate contact/standardized services. While this
research began a taxonomy process for the services industry, it did not include any
professional services relationships or finanical services sales. Instead, it used point-intime service events of hotel, food, entertainment, medical, and photo processing.
The traditional definition of whether a product is a good or service is derived from
the tangibility of the product (Hill, 1999). Hill concluded that economic characteristics
between a good and a service present distinct traits. A good has established ownership
rights that can be exchanged or traded and can be tangible or intangible. Intangible goods
have no physical presence yet can be owned and sold. Examples of intangible goods are
the original works of authors, software, and film with the good recorded on media such as
paper, film, and disks. Services have two distinct, essential characteristics. First, they
cannot be produced without agreement between the producer and the consumer. Second,
the output or service produced cannot exist separate of the producer and consumer. Since
service is not an entity, you cannot establish ownership rights. Additionally, once the
service is performed, it is complete and no longer exists. The clarification of whether a
product is a good or service is an important distinction because the difference between
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Bowen (1990): Service Typologies

Maas and Graf (2008): Customer

Seven Summarized Attributes Reduced
from Nine

Value Attributes

Intangible/tangible (eliminated)
Level of customization
Employee/customer contact
Importance of people
Differentiation
Ability of the customer to switch
firms
Services affecting people or things
Customer participations (eliminated)
Continuous vs. discrete transactions
Nineteen Original Attributes
Employee skill level
Audience size
Service delivery system
Employee customer contact
Importance of employees
Economic concentration
Multiple or single site
Ability to meet peak demand
Degree of regulations
Extent of demand fluctuation
Services affecting people or things
Customer participating
Intangibility
Levels of customization
Function
Differentiation
Ability of customer to switch firms
Continuous vs. discrete transactions
Importance of machines
Walter (2004): Sales Activities

Company Value
a. Company brand, image, and reputations
b. Company development & performance
c. Business model
Service Employee Value
d. Employee know-how and competence
e. Customer orientation of employees
f. Quality of service delivery process
Social Value
g. Similar educational, intellectual level
h. Similar age and pecuniary circumstances
i. Exclusiveness of customer segment
Product Value
j. Product quality and product performance
k. Price
l. Product selection and customization
m. Time savings
Relationship Value
n. Trust and confidence
o. Sympathy, friendship
p. Personal characteristics: openness, honesty
q. Reduced anxiety
Bergeron and Laroche (2009): Sales Attributes
Listening effectively resulting in:
Trust in salesperson
Service quality
Satisfaction
Purchase intentions
Quantitative sales performance
Positive word-of-mouth communications
Salesperson’s evaluations of personal sales
performance

Ethical selling
Timely execution of orders

Figure 6. Additional sales activities and attributes.
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(a) the ability to transfer ownership with potential longevity versus the immediate
production and (b) completion of a service may impact performance attributes of
financial services salespeople.
Vargo and Lusch (2004) present a transition from an economic and marketing–
dominant view of goods to that of service. This service-centered view of marketing
defines service as a series of processes that focus on resources the firm is constantly
trying to make better than its competitors. Through the dominant logic of service,
economic growth or wealth is obtained by applying specialized knowledge and skills.
They conclude that a shift is occurring from goods to intangibles such as skills,
information, and knowledge, and that goods will be the delivery mechanism for service.
Vargo and Lusch (2008) suggest that the future of service-dominant logic may be the
development of service science.
Consoli and Elche (2013) began the refinement of service study by researching
the Professional Service Sector, NAICS code 54. Their results reflect that there is a large
diversity among the workforce composition as well as among the knowledge base. It
reveals that while findings may be generalizable across the Professional Service Sector,
there is a great degree of specificity in how the knowlege is applied. With the broad
diversity within the financial services sector, these same findings may emerge.
Financial Services Sales Literature Review
One of the major challenges of retail banking is the improvement of the sales
process (Felfernig, Isak, Kreutler, Kruggel, & Teppan, 2007). Technology and
competition created industry pressures that took banking away from customer
relationship banking toward standardized sales and transactional banking, resulting in a
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decrease in customer loyalty (Pond, 2000). Having shifted from relationship marketing to
transactional marketing and then realizing the importance of customer retention, financial
institutions again implemented relationship management sales (Pond, 2000), while at the
same time exploring new delivery systems such as e-markets (Foss & Stone, 2001).
Financial institutions benefit from longer-term customer relationships (Harrison &
Ansell, 2002) as they do not always have immediately profitable customers, that is,
students or customers with set-up costs that are recouped over time. At the same time,
cross-selling opportunities can be implemented, and the retention of customers provides
intergenerational relationship opportunities with the potential for positive word-of-mouth
marketing (Harrison & Ansell, 2002). Harrison and Ansell studied the propensity to
purchase additional products by current single-product customers of a large international
financial institution. Their study revealed that most purchases are within the same
product category versus cross-selling into different product categories. This may indicate
it is easier for the customer to purchase products within the established product line, or it
may reflect that it is difficult to cross-sell across the product spectrum of financial
institutions.
With the need to understand how to achieve longer customer relationships,
Román (2003) studied bank salespeople’s ethical behavior as perceived by their
customers. Ethics, a nonprice factor, may be used as market differentiation resulting in
higher revenue growth and increased market share. Due to its abstract nature, ethics as a
market differetiation may be difficult for a customer to fully understand. Román’s
customer-based study revealed that when customers perceive a finanical salesperson’s
behavior is ethical, it has a direct impact on the customer’s satisfaction with core
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services, and a direct impact on the trust and loyalty relative to the company. Financial
services salespeople are consistently under pressure regarding ethical sales activities as
they are the firm’s revenue source and are often measured on short-term objectives.
Acknowledging financial institutions consolidations as a result of the GrammLeach-Bliley Financial Services Modernisation Act (GBL), Mitchel (2002) describes a
resulting problem of the management of sales performance across financial services
sectors. Prior to GBL, performance benchmarking was available. With the consolidations,
the same product may now be sold through many different distribution systems, thus
creating analysis problems. For example, insurance may be sold at a bank, a single
line/single product carrier, a multiple line/multiple product carrier, or a combination of
the two. The Mitchel study uses turnover, earnings, and production to attempt to balance
the variance among the different distribution channels. An implication as a result of
Mitchel’s study is that finanical services sales job duties may differ among the different
distribution channels. For example, the larger banks may provide additional support,
service, and benefits to the sales force that smaller or independent bank sales forces must
provide for themselves.
Previous researchers (Harrison & Ansell, 2002; Mitchel, 2002) have emphasized
the importance of cross-selling to the finanical services industry, including the breadth of
distribution channels available. Walter (2004) explores a financial services model to
manage conflict of interest through regulation, defining two types of conflict: institutional
and retail consumer. The retail consumer’s potential conflict of interest is key to the
current study. It is the result of finanical services salespeople being forced to
involuntarily cross-sell, provide biased client advice, churn, inappropriate margin
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lendings, fail to execute customer orders in a timely manner, provide misleading
disclosures and reporting, and privacy-related conflicts within the company. The risk of
mismanagement of the retail customer relationship is higher as the range of financial
services products increases. The increased risk to the financial services firm is in the form
of damage to market value or even forced dissolution as in the case of Worldcom or
Merrill Lynch.
With the high focus on sales, the impact of selling orientation also affects the
long-term success of the finanical services firm. Huang (2008) examined the impact of
the financial services employee’s behavior on customer retention. Maintaining a high
customer-oriented approach increased customer relationship quality with future long-term
retention. The implementation of a strong sales-oriented approach decreased customer
relationship quality and customer retention.
Furthering research in the area of customer retention, Maas and Graf’s (2008)
qualitative work on customer value revealed five dimensions that the customer expects a
firm and its sales force to provide. The five dimensions, detailed in Figure 6, are: (1)
company value, (2) service/employee value, (3) social value, (4) product value, and (5)
relationship value. As in the study Huang (2008) conducted, the ethics or “doing what’s
right” for the customer has a strong impact on the customer’s perception. Consequently,
this should impact the daily sales activities of the sales force.
One method of retaining customers is through listening effectively. In a dyadic
study of finanical advisors and their customers, Bergeron and Laroche (2009) conclude
that when a customer perceives that the salesperson is listening effectively, there is a
positive association of trust in the salesperson, service quality, satisfaction, purchase
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intentions, and positive word-of-mouth communications. When the customer perceives a
lack of listening effectiveness, there is also a perception of increased risk. From a
salesperson’s perspective, there is a positive association between listening effectively and
salesperson quantitative sales performance and the saleperson’s own performance
evaluation.
As financial services salespeople use relationship management and customers’
personal information is revealed, customers may consider the financial services
salesperson a friend. This is further accentuated by the long-term relationships that
develop due to the types of sales that exist within the financial services industry, as well
as management’s encouragement to treat clients as friends versus building transactional
relationships. Bäckström, Pitt, Campbell, and Nel (2009) researched these concepts to
understand the perception of friendship from the salesperson’s perspective using the
personal acquaintance measure (PAM), which measures how well people know each
other on six dimensions (duration, frequency of interaction, knowledge of goals, physical
intimacy, self-disclosure, and social network familiarity). Bäckström et al. studied
salespersons’ perceptions of their sales relationships with both good and bad customers,
as well as personal friends. Their findings reflect that financial services salespeople
perceive their friends as significantly different from both good and bad customers, having
a greater knowledge of the friend’s goals, possessing greater familiarity of social
networks with friends, and engaging in more self-disclosure with them. Since customers
perceive a friendship with the financial services salesperson, this potentially places the
salesperson in a tenous situation, having to maintain the relationship to further produce
sales.
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Acknowledging relationship marketing, Eriksson and Söderberg (2010) conducted
a qualitative study to understand the relationship customers have with their bankers.
Unlike the Bäckström et al. (2009) study, Eriksson and Söderberg’s study revealed that
customers felt they were in one of four descriptive categories: (1) it is like going to the
dentist, (2) it is just prying, (3) it is like I am unseen, and (4) it is like someone I really
know. The first and fourth categories indicate that the customers are receptive to doing
business as they feel they are on equal terms with the bank, while the second and third
categories do not reflect the existence of a mutual relationship between customers and the
providers. The results suggest that contrary to the direction of relationship marketing,
banks may consider situational relationships to match the need of the client. These
findings support that bankers must work toward achieving a balance in the customer
relationship.
The technical sales aspect of finanical services sales is a base-level requirement
for a successful salesperson. The review of the literature indicates that financial services
sales has additional requirements beyond those of product sales and service sales that are
foundational to the financial services industry, including trustworthy behavior and
relationship management as well as higher-risk products and services when compared to
other industries (Oh, Rutherford, & Park, 2014). These additional requirements bring
complexity of sales that is beyond the depth of product knowledge, yet the salesperson
must have competency in these areas for success.
Existing financial services or finanical services sales taxonomies are extremely
limited. Tsiotsou (2008) developed a proposed taxonomy to explain consumer behavior
in financial services, but did not conduct empirical testing. Utilizing the desire to create
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the ability to attract and retain clients, customers were categorized into groups of product
focus, effort, and risk tolerance of low, medium, and high.
Foundational Summary of the Finanical Services Sales Taxonomy
While research has been conducted on service sales, limited research has been
conducted in the area of financial services sales activities. The literature review reflects
that selling activities are different from other areas of business, while sales positions are
not the same between industries. Empirical research on sales activities did not begin until
1986 when Moncrief (1986) created the first sales taxonomy, excluding the sales areas of
service and financial service. Moncrief presented a definition of service sales based on
product tangibility, while Vargo and Lusch (2004) proposed a society definition of
service dominance. The financial services industry is challenged with increasing
legislation and regulations while maintaining profitability. Various philosophies of sales
are used including relationship management and required cross-selling. Many of these
sales philosophies are used in product or traditional services sales. Financial services
sales are made more complex by the intangibility of the financial products.
Based on the literature review, the following questions emerge: (1) What are the
sales activities of financial services salespeople? (2) How are the sales activities of
financial services salespeople different from product sales activities? (3) How are the
sales activities of financial services salespeople different from service sales activities? (4)
How are the sales activities of finanical services salespeople similar to product sales
activities? (5) How are the sales activities of financial services salespeople similar to
service sales activities? (6) What are the implications of the financial services activities
differences and similarities to product and service sales activites for finanical services
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sales force management? By developing a financial services sales activities taxonomy,
researchers will have an empirical study to support responses to these six questions.
Further, researchers will have a foundation to begin empirical research on the
implications of sales activities for financial services sales force management.

CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
Organization of Methodology Sections
The methods section will first provide a review of taxonomy development,
followed by the development of a sales taxonomy review. Then, the analytical process
will be presented. Next the determination of the sample and the sample size is presented
along with the development of the survey.
Taxonomy Development Review
The first methods for developing a numerical taxonomy were introduced in 1957
and then rapidly progressed to the development of consistent criteria for taxonomy and
overlapping clusters (Sneath & Sokal, 1973). Based on a review of extant research,
McKelvey (1975) provides guidance on the development of classifications. Prior to
quantitative methods for classifications, the mental inductive method was used by
organizational classification theorists (Pugh, Hickson, & Hinings, 1969). Pugh et al. posit
that the term taxonomy states that classification is both measurable and empirically
developed.
McKelvey (1975) defines taxonomies as “concepts for arranging phenomena into
categories” (p. 509). McKelvey continues by stating that “a classification type concept is
an either-or notion, with objects classified in a given category or not” (pp. 509–510),
additionally stating that parsimony was overemphasized and reduced scientific
usefulness. He shares that it is impossible to avoid the influence of previously developed
conceptions. He further notes that even the development of a questionnaire has within its
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development preconceived thoughts. When evaluating two different studies, he provides
10 guidelines that if followed will assist in the reduction of influences in questionnaires
and data analysis. The 10 guidelines are shown in Figure 7.

1. Define the broadest possible population of organizations or, if a delimitation
is unavoidable, base it on a significant cultural unit.
2. Use a probability sampling plan without any stratification for selecting a
sample of organizations.
3. Define as inclusive a population of organizational attributes as is possible.
4. Use a probability sampling plan for selecting a sample of organizational
attributes.
5. Define the population of observers of organizational attributes to be as
inclusive as possible.
6. Use a stratified probability sampling plan for selecting observers.
7. The sample of attributes must be no larger than the input capacity of the
multivariate analysis program or else an iterative procedure of analysis based
on randomly selected overlapping subsets of the sample should be used.
8. Each attribute must not be overrepresented in the input stream of the
multivariate program and must be independently measured.
9. Criteria guiding unavoidable decisions in using multivariate analysis must be
publicly described and consistently applied.
10. Classificatory breaks in ordering type concepts should come at points
optimizing parsimony and intraclass homogeneity.

Figure 7. Guidelines for the classification of organizations (McKelvey, 1975).
McKelvey’s (1975) conclusion is that inductive-deductive scientific process does
not work unless the phenomena are homogenously classified, and at the same time
researchers must be able to understand what scientific findings apply to their situation.
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He further states that contingency theory would not be needed if taxonomies existed to
clearly classify areas of study. With the utilization of these 10 guidelines, he believes that
unnecessary bias will be eliminated from the empirically based approaches of
classification that are currently used by researchers in the formal development of
taxonomies.
In their introduction of organization classifications, Carper and Snizek (1980)
state that “perhaps the most important and basic step in conducting any form of scientific
inquiry involves the ordering, classification, or other grouping of the objects or
phenomena under investigation” (p. 65). They continue by stating that it is important to
develop categories that have a common basis transcending all disciplinary boundaries.
Carper and Snizek conducted their literature summaries using two different approaches to
taxonomy construction: the theoretical approach and the empirical approach. The
theoretical classification approach comprises deduction and heuristic formats, whereas
the empirical studies approach uses empirical processes to propose or test the hypotheses.
Carper and Snizek (1980) identify three items of importance in their literature
review. The first is that taxonomies must be multidimensional to provide practical
support versus being approached unidimensionally. Second, methods such as multivariate
analysis with a focus on specific numerical taxonomy approaches will provide the
greatest benefits. Last, their analysis proposes that the literature’s greatest contribution is
the importance of the methodologies used in the development of the taxonomies versus
the actual taxonomies developed. This includes discussions of the sampling methods and
use of computer programs. McKelvey’s (1975) 10 guidelines are referred to in support of
future taxonomy development. Carper and Snizek’s study supports the use of
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McKelvey’s guidelines, multidimensional or multiple categories of taxonomy
classification, and multivariate analysis, all of which will be utilized in this research.
Continuing from Carper and Snizek (1980), a numerical taxonomy is a
multivariate approach to classifications and is developed inductively, where the data
develop the categories (Bunn, 1993). Taxonomies can also be developed using deduction
as a result of the literature review for construct definition and then inductively for the
iterative process to develop the resulting categories. Bunn identifies a six-step process in
the development of an empirical taxonomy, including the defined methods to accomplish
the steps beginning with a comprehensive literature review. The complete model is
included in Figure 8.
Sales Taxonomy Development Review
The first step in the development of a taxonomy is to complete a comprehensive
literature review, followed by conducting in-depth interviews. As noted earlier, using
personal interviews and focus group sessions with salespeople from the different
manufacturing sales industries, Moncrief (1986) developed the first empirical sales
taxonomy using a detailed list of 121 sales activities.
Sumrall (1992) initially used the Moncrief (1986) sales activities and reduced
them based on feedback from health services executives. Items associated with the
ordering of accessories and shipping problem management were eliminated, but it
appeared that none were added. By not conducting literature reviews and qualitative
interviews to determine what specific health care activities were missing, the research
may not include all health care sales activities.
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Figure 8. Procedure for the development of an empirical taxonomy (Bunn, 1993).

Darmon (1998) used a different method than Moncrief (1986), logical
partitioning, and said it has three advantages over Moncrief’s grouping process.
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Darmon’s groupings are as follows: (1) classifications are monothetic, where all objects
must be positioned with respect to each other trait used to identify the category, versus
grouping which is polythetic, where objects may share characteristics, but do not have to
possess all of the characteristics; (2) classifications may be single-level or multilevel; and
(3) the results may present empty-cell categories, which is not possible with the grouping
classification process.
Darmon (1998) states:
Because of these characteristics, logical partitioning tends to provide
classification schemata which are less constrained than grouping
classification schemes. In contrast, grouping classifications have the
advantage of being able to handle a much larger set of classification
characteristics than logical partitioning (p. 33).
Darmon uses Hunt’s (1983, p. 355) five criteria for evaluating classification schemata:
(1) Does the schema adequately specify the phenomenon to be classified? (2) Does the
schema adequately specify the properties or characteristics that will be doing the
classifying? (3) Does the schema have categories that are mutually exclusive? (4) Does
the schema have categories that are collectively exhaustive? (5) Is the schema useful?
Darmon’s work supports the concept of selling through personal contacts and states that
Moncrief’s (1986) process requires a substantial amount of data to develop the
classifications. While there is value in Darmon’s approach, this approach will not be
used; Moncrief’s approach is preferred based on prior research.
Survey Development
Following Moncrief’s (1986) process for analysis and subsequently Bunn’s
(1993) taxonomy process, an extensive literature search was conducted (Chapter 2).
Using the deductive process of a literature review, a gap in the research was discovered in
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the financial services sales industry. The sales activities used in the Lamont and
Lundstrom (1974), Moncrief (1986), Marshall et al. (1999), and Moncrief et al. (2006)
studies are the beginning point. The sales activities reflected in Figures 4, 5, and 6
include all of the sales activities developed in their research and discovered through the
literature review. Incorporating the sales activities defined by extant literature, two
empirical studies were conducted to develop the final financial services sales activities
survey for use in the development of the financial services sales taxonomy.
Survey Development: Qualitative Interviews
After obtaining IRB approval, the initial qualitative study was conducted by
interviewing five nonmanagement financial services salespeople: a financial advisor, an
insurance agent, a mortgage banker, and two bankers representing two different scopes of
personal banking (see Appendix A). The study included salespeople in the area of credit
granting (bankers and mortgage originators), securities and investments (financial
advisors, stockbrokers, and trust advisors), and insurance (property and casualty, and life
and health agents). During the interview, eight qualitative open-ended questions were
asked. After these questions were answered, during the same interview, the respondent
was asked to reply to each of the 105 sales activities from Moncrief et al. (2006). Upon
completion of each of the five qualitative interviews, the results were recorded in a
summary worksheet and compared to each prior interview. At the completion of the fifth
interview, it was determined that no additional financial services sales activities
information was gathered and that saturation had occurred.
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Survey Development: Online Qualitative and Quantitative Survey
Following Marshall et al. (1999), the next step of the survey development process
was to review the qualitative interviews and list all additional financial services sales
activities provided during the interviews. A total of 29 additional financial services sales
activities were identified. Also as a result of the qualitative interviews, 27 financial
services sales activities were updated, expanded, or modified from the original 105 sales
activities, totaling 56 new or modified sales activities.
All of the additional financial services sales activities were integrated into the 105
original sales activities for the creation of the second survey. The updated, expanded, or
modified sales activities were imbedded into the survey adjacent to the sales activities
they were developed from. The new financial services sales activities were imbedded at
every three items into the sales activities using a random sequence generator. No sales
activities from the Moncrief et al. (2006) study were eliminated. A complete list of the
new sales activities is presented in Figure 9.
Using Moncrief’s (1986) 7-point activity frequency scale, the second qualitativebased survey was launched online utilizing Qualtrics (see Appendix B). Frequency was
used as the measure for the survey as frequency is recommended for the development of
a taxonomy, whereas importance is more closely related to job performance and requires
judgment. The survey included the original 105 sales activities from the Moncrief et al.
(2006) study, plus the additional sales activities developed or refined from the qualitative
interviews, for a total of 161 activities. The questions were broken into sections of 15
activities with a qualitative question following each quantitative section allowing
comments regarding applicability to the respondent’s financial services sales activities.
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1.

Expedite products sold

29. Conduct seminars and client events

2.

Utilize online communication
software such as Skype or FaceTime

3.

Supervise customer receipt of
product

4.

Utilize building/office security
measures
Perform customer needs assessment
Conduct daily performance metrics
to goals analysis

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

5.
6.
7.

Work on or check corporate
proprietary websites

8.
9.

Utilize noncompany websites
Complete human resources reports
i.e., time cards
10. Collect information from database(s)

Utilize voice recognition technology
Develop personal production goals
Utilize expedited electronic delivery systems
Manage daily work processes
Understand virtual body language (i.e.,
telephone and email communications)
35. Develop customer loyalty
36. Build relationships
37. Develop referral source network
38. Obtain regulatory license to sell
39. Use texting
40. Use smartphone technology (i.e., GPS, Siri,
voicemail, email or voicemail texting)
41. Sell additional products to customers
42. Cross-sell business lines of products

11. Utilize office support software
12. Use a table in/for presentations
13. Maintain file retention

43. Utilize contact management software

14. Meet weekly with manager
15. Develop relationship with referral
partners
16. Escalate product or service delivery
problem
17. Use a printer
18. Enter information/data on
desktop/laptop or tablet

46. Refer customer to business partners
47. Update customer records
48. Identify person in authority at referral
partner firm
49. Meet on-going regulatory requirements
50. Utilize only corporate-developed flyers and
marketing documents
51. Maintain continuing education

19. Manage customer expectations
20. Manage flow/completion of product
orders

52.
53.
54.
55.
56.

21. Evaluate customer’s current
financial status

44. Utilize telephone security codes
45. Take application

Use on-line videos to sell
Invite clients to corporate office
Develop marketing displays
Maintain marketing displays
Submit quotes

22. Utilize corporate proprietary
software
23. Provide service to customer
24. Conduct team selling
25. Utilize social media for marketing
purposes
26. Utilize personally developed flyers
and marketing documents
27. Deliver product disclosure or new
account packets
28. Use a scanner

Figure 9. Additional questions added to the Moncrief survey questions.
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Demographic questions were also included using the Moncrief et al. survey as a
guideline.
The online survey was distributed to 20 individuals representing credit granting
(bankers and mortgage originators), securities and investments, and insurance. The
respondents were all based in the state of Georgia, representing local and regional
financial services firms as well as national and international financial services firms.
Thirteen individuals responded with ten usable surveys. The ten respondents represented
all three areas of this study: credit granting, securities and investments, and insurance.
Survey Development: Final Online Quantitative Survey
Upon completion of the qualitative and quantitative surveys, the data were
reviewed and minor adjustments were made to one of the new sales activities and the
demographic questions including the addition of compensation questions. No additional
financial services sales activities were developed from the qualitative answers in Study 2.
All sales activities included in the second study were carried forward to the final survey.
Further, two additional constructs relevant to this study measuring job satisfaction and
role conflict were included in the final survey in addition to other constructs at the end of
the survey. Because one of the anticipated outcomes of the taxonomy study is to compare
and contrast how the sales activities of financial services sales are different from product
sales activities, none of the original 105 sales activities from Moncrief et al. (2006) were
eliminated in the final survey. The qualitative questions were removed in the final survey,
and all of the sales activities used Moncrief’s (Moncrief, 1986; Moncrief et al., 2006)
7-point activity frequency scale. The final survey was launched using Qualtrics panel
data.
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Sample
The sample comprises financial services salespersons from NAICS code 52.
Specifically, subcodes 522, 523, and 524 were examined. These categories were chosen
as consumer-focused activities. Subcode 521 is a centralized bank function and does not
deal directly with consumers, and subcode 525 is a funds and trust category, and by
nature of its definition does not have employees.
When considering sample size for cluster analysis, Hair et al. (2010) state that the
sample size is not related to statistical power, but “instead the sample size must be large
enough to provide sufficient representation of small groups within the population and
represent the underlying structure” (p. 497). The literature review of sample sizes is
reflected in Table 1 and ranges from a low of 156 to a high of over 1390. In the original
Moncrief (1986) taxonomy, respondents included 51 firms with 1390 participants and 15
SIC codes. The sample ranged from a minimum of 1 firm per code to a maximum of 8
firms per code. This study only includes the financial services NAICS code, allowing for
the use of a smaller sample size. Sumrall (1992) studied one industry—the health care
industry—with 272 respondents. Riggs (2012) studied one industry, pharmaceutical sales,
and used 381 respondents, but each respondent only answered 1/3 of the survey.
In this survey, a sample of 300 respondents provides an adequate sample size to meet
exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and cluster analysis of small group populations. For
broad sampling, panel data, supplied by Qualtrics, have been used. The requested sample
population consisted of nonmanagement financial services sales personnel that interact
directly with the consumer in a sales capacity. Four qualifying questions were used to
ensure that the requested sample was obtained, and are shown in Figure 10. A maximum
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of 100 respondents per job function was placed as a survey requirement to allow for a full
range of respondents.

Table 1
Taxonomy Sample Size. Literature Review of Sample Sizes
Study
Lamont & Lundstrom
(1974)
Moncrief (1986)
Bowen (1990)
Sumrall (1992)
Moncrief et al. (2006)
Huang (2008)
Homburg et al. (2008)
Riggs (2012)

# Industries
1

# Firms
1

# Respondents
156

15
10
1
15
1
8
1

51

1390
1186
272
1042
524/338
337
381

122
61
122

Respondent Primary Focus
Salesperson
Industrial salespeople
Consumer’s perception
Salespeople
B-to-B salesperson
Health care salespeople
Management
Pharmaceutical*

1. Do you work in the financial services industry? (Financial services industry
includes but is not limited to banks, credit unions, financial advisers, and credit
companies.)
2. Do you sell financial services products or services directly to consumers?
3. Are you a manager?
4. What is your job function?
a. Mortgage Banker, Broker, or other Lender that provides residential
financing
b. Banker or other lending position that provides credit cards, personal loans,
and lines of credit (i.e., car, boat, motorcycle, travel home) including check
cashing services and title loans
c. Stock Broker, Financial or Wealth Advisor, Trust Advisor, or other position
that conducts securities or commodity sales and exchange services, manages
portfolio assets, or provides investment advice or trust, fiduciary, or custody
services
d. Insurance sales for any type of insurance, annuity, and employee-related
benefits
Figure 10. Survey qualifying questions.
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Survey Completion and Data Preparation
Upon receipt of the completed survey data, preliminary analysis procedures were
followed, including the cleaning and preparation of the database. The final survey
consists of 325 respondents with a category breakout as follows.
Category 1: Mortgage Banker, Broker, or other Residential Lender = 49 (15%)
Category 2: Banker or other lending position = 79 (24%)
Category 3: Stock Broker, Financial or Wealth Advisor = 100 (31%)
Category 4: Insurance Sales = 97 (30%).
The data were reviewed using an initial criterion of response time. The mean
response time for the 325 respondents was 3,038.90 seconds or 50 minutes. Removing six
outlier response times of greater than 9,999 seconds, the mean response time dropped to
1,776.67 seconds or approximately 29 minutes. The initial review of data looked at each
response that took less than 1,000 seconds or approximately 16 minutes to complete.
There were 55 responses that took less than 16 minutes to complete the survey. Upon
visual inspection to evaluate for straight line and pattern responses, 23 respondents were
removed. Next the entire response database was reviewed for straight line and pattern
responses. An additional 21 respondents were removed. A total of 44 respondents or
13.5% were removed, resulting in 281 useable surveys. The final edited survey category
breakout is as follows.
Category 1: Mortgage Banker, Broker, or other Residential Lender = 32 (11%)
Category 2: Banker or other lending position = 72 (26%)
Category 3: Stock Broker, Financial or Wealth Advisor = 89 (32%)
Category 4: Insurance Sales = 88 (31%)
The NAICS code summary is as follows.
Subcode 522 Credit Lending = 104 respondents
Subcode 523 Securities and Commodities = 89 respondents
Subcode 524 Insurance = 88 respondents
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The survey was conducted nationally with responses from 41 states. Of the
respondents included in the final data, 41 did not report their firms. The remaining 237
respondents are from a total of 181 different firms ranging from self-employed to the
largest financial firms in the United States. The mean reported age of the salespeople was
40.7 years with the largest population segment (45.5%) in the 35 to 54 age category; see
Table 2. The majority of the salespeople are white (94.85%), not Hispanic or Latino
(85.8%), and female (56.2%), with 46% holding a minimum of a four-year college degree
and 20% holding a postgraduate degree. Special licenses or registrations required for
employment are held by 65% of the financial services salespeople with 26% reporting
selling products, 35% selling services, and 39% selling products and services equally.
Compensation is a mean of $80,332.81 with 39.8% earning less than $50,000, 40.2%
earning between $50,000 and $100,000, and 19.9% earning greater than $100,000. Those
respondents that earn more than $100,000 average $180,656.90 and range from $110,000
to $850,000 with sales experience of 10.37 years.
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Table 2
Survey Demographics. Comparison of Demographic Information.
Moncrief et al. (2006)
Selling
experience
Age

15.6 years

10.4 years

Mean = 43.5 years

Mean = 40.7 years
23 to 34 age category = 103 (36.7%)
35 to 54 age category = 128 (45.5%)
55 to 64 age category = 40 (14.2%)
65+ age category = 10 (3.6%)
Male = 123 (43.8%)
Female = 158 (56.2%)
Not Hispanic or Latino = 241 (85.5%)
Hispanic or Latino = 40 (14.2%)
White = 238 (84.8%)
Black or African American = 22 (7.8%)
Asian = 17 (6.0%)
American Indian or Alaska Native = 2 (.7%)
Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander = 0
Other = 2 (.7%)
Mean annual = $80,332
< $50,000: 39.8%
$50,000 to $100,000: 40.2%
> $100,000: 19.9%

35 to 54 age category = 60%

Gender

Financial Services Sales

Male (85.7%)

Ethnicity
Race

Caucasian (92%)

Income

Mean annual = $82,650
< $50,000: 17%
> $100,000: 22.6%

CHAPTER 4: DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
The anticipated contribution of this study is to either support the current research
paradigm that financial services sales activities are different from other product sales, or
provide evidence of similarities between financial services sales and other sales roles.
The classifications that result provide theoretical advancement in the management of
financial services sales. The data analysis used three primary steps. Step 1 was the use of
exploratory factor analysis. EFAs were conducted in four analyses: (1) testing the sample
against Moncrief et al.’s (2006) 69 final sales activities, (2) testing the sample against
Moncrief et al.’s 105 survey sales activities, (3) testing the sample against each of
Moncrief et al.’s 12 factors individually, and (4) developing factors based on the financial
services sales activity sample. Step 2 was the conducting of cluster analysis. Cluster
analysis used the factors that were developed through the EFA to create clusters. These
subsequent clusters defined the financial services sales positions. Step 3 was to conduct a
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). The ANOVA calculations were used to test the
resulting clusters for validity.
Data Analysis
Step 1: Exploratory Factor Analysis
The first calculation using EFA was conducted on the 69 sales activities from
Moncrief et al.’s (2006) study to determine if the same 12 factors resulted. Using the
financial services sales sample, the factor analysis resulted in only 9 factors, loading
differently. The second EFA calculation was conducted on all 105 sales activities from
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Moncrief et al.’s survey. This resulted in 15 factors versus the 9 factors in the previous
calculation. Again, the activities loaded differently on the factors as compared to the
Moncrief et al. study. The third set of calculations was conducted on each individual
factor to determine if the financial services sales factors loaded per Moncrief et al. The
results were that Factors 1, 2, and 5 loaded on two components, therefore not matching
the Moncrief et al. study. The three EFA results were each different from the Moncrief et
al. study. The details of these initial three EFA calculations are shown in Appendix C.
Focus then shifted to all 161 sales activities that were used for the EFA analysis.
An oblique rotation approach (Promax) was selected because it was anticipated that the
resulting factors would be correlated. The method specified a maximum rotation of 200
with suppression at 0.5. This resulted in 28 components of which 7 components only had
one activity. These 7 sales activities were eliminated, and the components were reduced
to only 26. Again, a single-item component resulted and was eliminated. After all singleitem components were eliminated, sales activities that were suppressed at less than 0.5
were eliminated. When all displayed suppressed items were eliminated, additional singleitem components were eliminated. This process continued and is described in Appendix
C. At the end of 14 calculations, 12 components remained consisting of 72 activities.
Following Moncrief et al. (2006), using the scree plot (Figure 11) the next runs
compressed the calculation to five components first, and then to six components, and the
two matrixes were compared.
Sales activities were then removed that were suppressed < 0.5 in both matrices.
This resulted in 62 sales activities. The six-component compression matrix was
recalculated and reduced again to 59 activities. To further evaluate which compression,
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five or six components, best represents financial services sales, a factor-by-factor
comparison was conducted. When comparing the two matrices, Factors 1, 2, and 3 were
very similar. When Factors, 4, 5, and 6 were compared, the five-component matrix
compressed Factors 4 and 5. The six-component matrix allowed for better distinction
among the sales activities. Upon visual inspection, 11 unrelated sales activities, such as
using a printer in relationship selling, were removed from the factor structure. The final
EFA contained 46 items to measure the 6 factors. Table 3 displays the final matrix.

Figure 11. Scree plot.
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Table 3
Financial Services Sales Activities and Resulting Factors. Final Matrix: 6 Factors, 46
Activities.
Factor 1: Marketing and Training
Maintain marketing
1 New_Q55
displays
Develop marketing
2 New_Q54
displays
3 F7_1_M19
Train new sales reps

Factor 2: Relationship Selling
0.966

1 New_Q36

Build relationships

0.906

0.883
0.839

2 F1_3_M47
3 F1_1_M63

Build rapport
Build trust
Develop customer
loyalty
Provide service to
customer
Consult w/ customers
Listen
Ask questions
Evaluate customer’s
financials
Manage customer
expectations
Sell additional
products to customers
Call on potential
accounts

0.898
0.887

4 F2_2_M36

Set up displays

0.835

4 New_Q35

5
6
7
8

Point of purchase
Train broker/middleman
Recruit sales reps
Work trade shows

0.826
0.766
0.759
0.725

5
6
7
8

9 F2_3_M54

Handle advertising

0.720

9 New_Q21

10 F2_8_M87

Create newsletters
Utilize personally
developed flyers

0.663 10 New_Q19

Modify the product
Use on-line videos to sell
Conduct seminars and
client events
Utilize social media for
mktg purpose
Mentor junior sales reps

0.648 12 F4_1_M23
0.634

F2_1_M98
F12_2_M64
F7_3_M27
F2_10_M105

11 New_Q26
12 F9_2_M93
13 New_Q52
14 New_Q29
15 New_Q25
16 F7_2_M17

0.660 11 New_Q41

Take clients to lunch

0.935

2 F3_3_M6

Take clients for drinks

0.929

3 F3_2_M12
4 F3_1_M72

Take clients to dinner
Entertain w/ leisure

0.895
0.781

5 F6_1_M20
6 F3_4_M89
7 F6_2_M74

Spend night on the road
Play golf
Travel out of town

0.697
0.694
0.648

Use texting

0.665
0.664
0.582
0.548

0.577
0.572

1 F3_5_M30

3 New_Q39

0.796
0.776
0.746
0.740

0.586

Factor 3: Entertaining

Factor 5: Technology-Enhanced Selling
1 M79
Use cellular phone
Use smartphone
2 New_Q40
technology

New_Q23
F1_5_M77
F1_4_M85
F1_2_M52

0.875

0.807

Factor 4: Information Search
New_Q10 Collect information
1
from database(s)
Utilize noncompany
2 New_Q8
websites
Collect database
3 F5_6_M13 information
4 F5_2_M10 Work on Web
Work on corp.
5 New_Q7
proprietary websites

Factor 6: Order/Product Management
1 F9_5_M2
Expedite orders

0.768

2 New_Q1

0.746

3 M1

Expedite products sold
Select products to take
on call

0
0.748
0.740
0.734
0.702
0.682

0.894
0.886
0.726
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As seen in the final matrix, there are 6 factors derived through EFA versus the 12
factors from Moncrief et al.’s (2006) study (see Figure 12). The factors in this study are
composed of 26 sales activities from Moncrief et al.’s study, 2 survey items that were not
included in Moncrief et al.’s final sales factors, plus 18 new sales activities that were
developed from the qualitative interview process for this study.
Discussion of the six factors. The resulting six factors are as follows: Factor 1:
Marketing and Training; Factor 2: Relationship Selling; Factor 3: Entertaining; Factor
4: Information Search; Factor 5: Technology Enhanced Selling; and Factor 6:
Order/Product Management. Factor 1: Marketing and Training encompasses the
marketing sales activities that include the development and management of displays,
training and recruiting of sales representatives, and the use of selling tools, including the
conducting of seminars. The marketing and training factor most closely compares to
Moncrief et al.’s (2006) Factor 2: Promotional Activities & Sales Service.
Factor 2: Relationship Selling includes the sales activities of building
relationships, rapport, trust, and loyalty. Additional activities/sales skills that are included
in relationship selling include the ability to listen and ask questions while providing
service and managing customers’ expectations. Factor 2: Relationship Selling most
closely compares to Moncrief et al.’s (2006) Factor 1: Relationship Selling.
Factor 3: Entertaining is the third factor for both the financial services sales
activities study and the Moncrief et al. (2006) study. The financial services sales
entertaining factor includes all of the activities from the Moncrief study, plus out of town
travel. While the makeup of Factor 3: Entertaining is very similar to Moncrief et al., the
factor loadings are different. For example, taking clients to lunch is ranked the highest

0.518
0.505
0.448
0.400
0.400

Factor 9: Product Support
5 Supervise installation
93 Modify the product
33 Perform maintenance
94 Take clients on site
2 Expedite orders

0.697
0.659

Factor 10: Educational Activities
40 Attend sales meetings
0.583
44 Attend training sessions
0.447
32 Learn about products
0.410

Factor 6: Travel
20 Spend night on the road
74 Travel out of town

98
36
54
92
70
88
68
87
8
105
73
31
43

Factor 2: Promotional Activities
and Sales Service
Point of purchase
0.818
Set up displays
0.780
Handle advertising
0.779
Demonstrate the product
0.612
Train customers with product 0.594
Use VCR to sell
0.514
Sell product accessories
0.492
Create newsletters
0.474
Check customer inventory
0.455
Work trade shows
0.445
Write up orders
0.443
Handle back orders
0.437
Introduce new products
0.417

Figure 12. Moncrief et al. (2006) sales factors.
*Reflects survey number in survey.

0.757
0.706
0.618
0.588
0.537
0.476
0.422

Factor 5: Computer
25 Use Internet
10 Work on web
3 Check e-mail
31 Learn software
28 Enter data on laptop
13 Collect database information
18 Presentation with laptop

Factor 1: Relationship Selling
63 Build trust
0.675
52 Ask questions
0.661
47 Build rapport
0.650
85 Listen
0.559
77 Consult with customers
0.567
86 Adapt presentations
0.565
78 Sell value added
0.558
29 Overcome objections
0.555
60 Sell unique competencies
0.518
90 Close the sale
0.517
58 Work with key accounts
0.495
81 ID person in authority
0.488
59 Read body language
0.483
42 Plan selling activities
0.477
66 Call on multiple individuals 0.445
100 Correspond with customers 0.427
91 Help clients plan
0.408
0.851
0.737
0.687
0.680
0.610
0.522

0.603
0.400

Factor 7: Training/Recruiting
Train new sales reps
0.810
Mentor junior sales reps 0.792
Recruit sales reps
0.632
Ride with reps
0.475

Factor 11: Office
95 Fill out expense reports
35 Check voice mail

19
17
27
41

Factor 3: Entertaining
72 Entertain with leisure
12 Take clients to dinner
6 Take clients to drinks
89 Play golf
30 Take clients to lunch
51 Throw parties

0.696
0.693
0.581

0.729
0.713
0.679
0.532
0.429

Factor 12: Channel Support
83 Establish relationship
0.386
64 Train brokers/middlemen 0.455

Factor 8: Delivery
48 Deliver product samples
69 Deliver product
55 Stock shelves

Factor 4: Prospecting
23 Call on potential accounts
82 Search out new leads
45 Respond to referrals
99 Submit bids
75 Make multiple calls
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(based on factor loadings) in financial services and next to the lowest in the Moncrief et
al. study.
The next three factors that emerged from this study are as follows: Factor 4:
Information Search; Factor 5: Technology-Enhanced Selling; and Factor 6:
Order/Product Management. These three factors differ from both of the Moncrief studies
(Moncrief, 1986; Moncrief et al., 2006). Factor 4: Information Search includes working
with databases and noncompany websites as well as working with corporate proprietary
websites. Factor 5: Technology-Enhanced Selling includes the use of cellphones, texting,
and smartphone technology (defined as GPS, SIRI, voicemail, email, or voicemail
texting). Factors that were not developed in the financial services sales factors that were
results in the Moncrief et al. study are as follows: Factor 4: Prospecting; Factor 5:
Computing; Factor 6: Travel; Factor 7: Training/Recruiting; Factor 8: Delivery; Factor
9: Product Support; Factor 10: Educational Activities; Factor 11: Office; and Factor 12:
Channel Support.
Step 2: The Cluster Analysis
After the development of the six factors, the next step in the taxonomy was to
develop and define the resulting clusters. Again, using SPSS v. 22.0, TwoStep Cluster
analysis was conducted. According to Chiu, Fang, Chen, Wang, & Jeris (2001) and Riggs
(2012), when mixed types of attributes exist, this method generates clusters of better
quality than the use of traditional k-means calculations. The TwoStep Cluster method
allows either for a system-derived number of clusters or for specifying the exact number
of clusters. The first pass of the cluster analysis was conducted by allowing the system to
derive the recommended number of clusters. This resulted in four clusters with a “Fair”
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measure of cluster quality. The SPSS Predictor Importance rated Factor 5: Technology
Enhanced Selling as having the greatest importance.
Cluster analysis enables researchers to select the final cluster solution based on
factors other than a statistical determination (Hair et al., 2010). To better understand the
cluster results, TwoStep Cluster Analysis was conducted as a defined cluster response of
5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 clusters. Cluster responses at 8, 9, and 10 resulted in clusters that
were too small and did not increase the cluster quality measure. Clusters 5, 6, and 7 were
then examined. The Cluster Quality remained “Fair” and the Predictor Importance
improved. The six cluster results allow for cluster names with the greatest clarity while
maintaining parsimony. The final cluster recommendation is for six clusters. Figure 13
shows the six-cluster solution.
In the six-cluster solution, Cluster 2 is the largest cluster, and consists of 27.4% of
the respondents, while Cluster 5 is the smallest of the clusters at 5.3%. This results in a
cluster ratio of 5.13 versus a four-cluster ratio of 7.44. The resulting final six clusters are
shown in Table 4.
Describing the clusters. The six resulting clusters are listed below (see Table 5)
with the largest cluster first. Prior to naming the clusters, cross-tabulations were run using
job category (mortgage, banker, advisor, or insurance) and whether the respondents stated
they sold products and services, or products, services, and gender equally. The additional
information was used in the name development.
Cluster 1: Full-Service Salesperson (27.4% of respondents). The full-service
salesperson cluster ranked the highest on every factor with the exception of the
entertainment factor, which was ranked third. Like the consultative seller of Moncrief et
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Figure 13. Six-cluster solution.
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Table 4
Six-Cluster Results

Factor 5
Factor 1
Factor 2
Factor 3
Factor 4
Factor 6

Cluster 2
27.4%
6.34
5.17
6.38
4.07
5.93
5.61

Cluster 4
20.3%
6.05
2.45
6.02
2.03
4.16
3.95

Cluster 1
17.8%
5.74
3.80
5.69
4.22
4.61
4.97

Cluster 3
16.0%
2.28
2.21
6.01
1.58
4.73
3.87

Cluster 6
13.2%
1.93
1.59
5.05
1.12
2.12
2.95

Cluster 5
5.3%
2.80
4.47
1.71
5.24
3.72
4.13

al. (2006), the full-service salesperson ranked highest in relationship selling (6.38). The
newly developed factor of technology enhanced selling followed closely with a mean of
6.34. The higher score of information search versus order/product management assists in
the full-service definition with the collections of information and utilization of websites
versus the work of expediting orders or products. This cluster is predominantly female at
53%, with the largest percent of the cluster performing the work of a stock advisor
(39%), followed by insurance salespersons (25%) and mortgage lenders (23%). The
respondents stated that 39% sold services, with 43% stating they sold products and
services equally.
Cluster 2: Technology-Dependent, High-Relationship Sales (20.3% of
respondents). The technology-dependent, high-relationship salesperson ranks second in
both technology-enhanced selling and relationship selling. Unlike the full-service
salespersons, the sales respondents have a higher usage or requirement for technology
(6.05) to complete their sales activities. Relationship selling is a very close second (6.02).
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Factor 5: Technology-Enhanced Selling 2.80
Factor 2: Relationship Selling
1.71

Factor 4: Information Search

Factor 6: Order/Product Management

Factor 1: Marketing & Training

Factor
Factor 3: Entertaining

Cluster 6:
Support-Focused Salesperson (5.3%)

Factor 1: Marketing & Training

Factor 3: Entertaining

Factor 4: Information Search

Factor
Score Rank
Factor 5: Technology-Enhanced Selling 5.74
3
Factor 2: Relationship Selling
5.69
4
Factor 6: Order/Product Management
4.97
2

Cluster 3:
Technology Dependent, Order Management (17.8%)
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The third factor of information search (4.16) is ranked fourth, along with the next
three factors of order/product management (3.95), marketing and training (2.45), and
entertaining (2.03). The largest percentage of respondents was split among insurance
salespersons (33%), advisors (30%), and bankers (25%). The majority of the respondents
were female (56%). The products versus services responses reflect that 32% of the cluster
respondents indicated they sold products, and 40% indicated they sold products and
services equally.
Cluster 3: Technology-Dependent, Order-Management Salesperson (17.8% of
respondents). The technology-dependent, order-management salesperson is still
dependent on technology (5.74) but ranks third behind the full-service and highrelationship salespersons in Clusters 1 and 2. Additionally, the relationship selling (5.69)
rank is fourth. The technology-dependent, order-management salesperson ranks second in
order/product management (4.97), and drops to third in information search (4.61). This
cluster ranks the entertainment factor (4.22) second with marketing and training (3.80)
ranked third.
The cluster is predominately male at 68%. Advisors make up 56% of the
respondents with 26% consisting of insurance respondents. The majority of sales are
reported as product sales at 36%, with equal products and services at 38%.
Cluster 4: Non–Technology-Dependent Salesperson. The non–technologydependent salesperson ranks fifth in technology-enhanced selling (2.28). The strongest
factor in this cluster is relationship selling (6.01), followed by information search (4.73,
ranked second), and order/product management (3.87). The remaining factors are all
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ranked fifth: order/product management (3.87), technology-enhanced selling (2.28),
marketing and training (2.21), and entertaining (1.58).
The nontechnology cluster is made up predominantly of insurance sales (47%)
and bankers (33%). Females make up 64% of the respondents. Products and services
sales are reported evenly, consisting of products (31%), services (36%), and products and
services equally (33%).
Cluster 5: Relationship-Only Seller (13.2% of the respondents). The relationshiponly seller is low on every category ranking, although relationship selling (5.05) is its
highest factor and highest rank at fifth. All other factors are ranked sixth. The
relationship-selling characteristic is followed by order/product management (2.95),
information search (2.12), technology-enhanced selling (1.93), marketing and training
(1.59), and entertaining (1.12).
The respondents for this sales cluster are 90% female. The respondents are made
up of mainly bankers (51%) and insurance agents (38%). The reported sales are weighed
heavier toward service (43%), followed by equally rated products and services sales of
27%.
Cluster 6: Support-Focused Salesperson (5.3% of respondents). The supportfocused salesperson ranks first in entertaining (5.25%), followed by a second-place
ranking in marketing and training (4.47), and a third-place ranking in order/product
management (4.13), followed by information search (3.72) with a ranking of fifth. The
support-focused salesperson has a low ranking for technology-enhanced selling (2.80),
with the lowest position with a ranking of sixth for relationship selling (1.71). Cluster 6:
Support-Focused Salesperson resembles Cluster 5: Sales Support from Moncrief et al.’s
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(2006) study. Moncrief et al. refer to this salesperson as doing “little actual selling” (p.
63). Further comments infer that this salesperson may in fact have a sales management or
supervisory role. Because of Moncrief et al.’s comments regarding sales management, a
management qualifying filter was placed in this study to minimize sales manager
responses. Even with the removal of the management responses, this cluster category
represents 5.3% of the respondents. The majority of the respondents in this cluster were
female (80%). Bankers were the largest job category, represented at 47.5%. The products
and services question generated a 53% response of equal products and services sales.
Step 3: ANOVA
As a final validation of the clustering process, an ANOVA was conducted. This is
a test to determine if the clusters differ by characteristics other than sales activities. Oneway ANOVAs were performed using summated factors for role conflict and job security.
Role conflict (Rizzo, House, & Lirtzman, 1970) consists of eight questions measured on a
7-point Likert scale. Job satisfaction (Comer, Machleit, & Lagace, 1989) consists of four
questions measured on a 5-point Likert format.
Using SPSS v. 22.0 with an alpha of .05, role conflict (F = 6.454, p < .01) and job
satisfaction (F = 8.734, p < .01) are significant. The resulting means and standard
deviations reflect a variation between clusters as shown in Appendix D. Role conflict
(p < .01) is significant between Clusters 2 and 4, Clusters 2 and 5, Clusters 2 and 6, and
Clusters 4 and 5. Job satisfaction (p < .01) is significant between Clusters 1 and 5,
Clusters 2 and 5, and Clusters 2 and 6. Job satisfaction (p < .05) is also significant
between Clusters 2 and 3, Clusters 3 and 5, and Clusters 4 and 5, and at p < .1 between
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Clusters 1 and 6. The ANOVA reflects that the clusters do differ between variables,
validating the established clusters.

CHAPTER 5: RESULTS, IMPLICATIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND FUTURE
RESEARCH
Results
The current anecdotally based paradigm reflects that financial services sales are
different from product sales or other service sales, yet no research had been conducted to
support or challenge this paradigm. This study has taken an established taxonomy process
(Bunn, 1993), utilized Moncrief et al.’s (2006) products sales taxonomy as a foundation,
and applied it to the financial services industry. The current study provides results of
empirically developed financial services sales activities. Further analysis developed
financial services sales factors and defined financial services sales positions. When a
comparison to the Moncrief et al. product and services sales factors and position is made
to the financial services sales factors and financial services sales positions, distinct
differences are noted.
To obtain the financial services sales factors and perform the Moncrief et al.
(2006) comparison, EFA was conducted in four different analyses. The first analysis
examined the 69 sales activities resulting from Moncrief et al.’s 12 factors using the
financial services sales activities sample. The EFA did not reproduce Moncrief et al.’s
results. The second EFA analysis used the 105 sales activities from Moncrief et al.’s
survey with the financial services sales activities sample. Again, the EFA did not
reproduce Moncrief et al.’s 12-factor results. The third EFA analysis took each of the 12
factors individually and conducted each individual factor with the financial services sales
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activities sample. Factors 1, 2, and 5 loaded on two components, again not matching the
Moncrief et al. study. By comparing Moncrief et al.’s 69 activities and the resulting
factors, along with the 105 survey questions, and then calculating each factor
individually, this study is able to provide empirically developed results that financial
services sales activities and positions are not similar to product sales and other services
sales.
Further analysis to reflect the differences between product and services sales
relative to financial services sales was conducted in a fourth EFA analysis. The analysis
consisted of the 161 sales activities, developed from the 105 Moncrief et al. (2006) sales
activities and the 56 additional sales activities identified in the qualitative interview
process. The final EFA calculation resulted in six factors consisting of 46 financial
services sales activities. These results are substantially different from the Moncrief et al.
study of 12 factors and 69 sales activities. Overall, none of the four EFA analyses
replicated Moncrief et al.’s results. Within each of the analyses, similarities of sales
activities carried forward, although 43 (62%) of Moncrief et al.’s sales activities were
eliminated in the final factors of this study.
After the factors were developed, cluster analysis was conducted using the
TwoStep Cluster analysis process. Six clusters resulted, the same number of clusters that
Moncrief et al. (2006) reported. The definitions of the six clusters differ with only two
clusters having similarities. A recurring theme throughout the new clusters is the factor of
technology-enhanced selling. Technology-enhanced selling coupled with the factors of
relationship selling and information research brought clarity to the cluster definition
development.
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The first cluster, labeled full-service salesperson, ranked the highest on all factors
except on entertainment, which ranked third. The second highest factor in this cluster is
the newly defined technology-enhanced selling factor. This cluster is similar to Moncrief
et al.’s (2006) consultative seller, as both ranked high in relationship selling.
Cluster 2, labeled technology-dependent, high-relationship, and Cluster 3, labeled
technology-dependent, order-management, are both distinct from Moncrief et al. (2006),
as a result of the technology-enhanced selling factor, which is not a factor in Moncrief et
al. Cluster 2 ranks second in both technology-enhanced selling and relationship selling.
This sales position has higher technology usage although relationship selling is a close
second. The third cluster is also high in technology, ranking third behind the prior two
clusters. This cluster, technology-dependent, order-management, ranks second compared
to relationship management, which ranks fourth. Again, the technology-enhanced selling
factor leads the definition of these two clusters. The clusters are distinct from each other
by the second, third, and subsequent factors within the cluster.
Cluster 4, non–technology-dependent salesperson ranks fifth in technology. The
strongest factor in this cluster is relationship selling, followed by information search and
order/product management. While Cluster 5, relationship-only seller, is low on each
factor ranking, relationship selling is the highest of the factors, followed by order/product
management and information.
Cluster 6, support-focused salesperson, is similar to Moncrief et al.’s (2006)
Cluster 5, sales support. Moncrief et al. refer to the support-focused salesperson doing
very little selling. Cluster 6 ranks highest in entertaining followed by marketing and
training, then order/product management. Of the six resulting financial services sales
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clusters, only two resembled Moncrief et al. clusters. These six clusters define the sales
positions and provide theoretical advancement for financial services sales force
management.
As a final calculation, a one-way ANOVA was conducted to assess the validity of
the cluster process. The ANOVA was used to determine if the clusters differ based on
their descriptive variables. The ANOVA was conducted using two different variables:
role conflict and job satisfaction. The empirical results showed significant differences
among the six clusters when examining both role conflict and job satisfaction.
The objective of this study was to either empirically support or reject the current
paradigm that financial services sales differ from product and services sales. Through an
empirical taxonomy process, this study has provided results to reflect that major portions
of financial services sales activities are different from other product and services sales.
By providing a comparison with other products and services sales, a new foundation has
been developed for future research of financial services sales.
Managerial Implications
The most immediate implications of this study may be in the business application
of financial services sales management. Generic sales theory and models may not apply
to the consumer-focused financial services sales force as previously believed. Financial
services sales management has not had financial services sales foundational literature to
provide a basis for sales management activities including sales planning, recruiting,
personnel management, and compensation. The current financial services sales
management activities are based on research conducted using product sales. These
current business and management paradigms for the sales force should not be
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automatically accepted as applicable to financial services sales. Evaluations should be
conducted as a result of the differences between product sales and financial services sales
activities that have been reflected in this study.
Particular to this study, the review of the make-up of clusters, job categories are
not equally distributed within the clusters. For example, Cluster 1, full-service
salesperson, consists of stock advisors (39%), insurance sales agents (25%), and
mortgage lenders (23%), whereas Cluster 2, technology-dependent, high-relationship, is
made up of insurance sales agents (33%), advisors (30%), and bankers (25%). Cluster 3,
technology-dependent, order-management, also a high-technology cluster, is largely
made up of advisors (56%) and insurance agents (26%). The non–technology-dependent
cluster, Cluster 4, is primarily made up of insurance agents (47%) and bankers (33%),
whereas Cluster 5, relationship-only seller, consists of mainly bankers (51%) and
insurance agents (38%). Cluster 6, support-focused salesperson, consists largely of
bankers (47.5%).
The clusters did not have equal job representations but had predominant job
categories within the cluster. Stock advisors were significantly represented in Clusters 1,
2, and 3. Insurance sales were represented in Clusters 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Bankers were
represented in Clusters 2, 4, 5, and 6. Mortgage sales were only dominant in the first
cluster, full-service salesperson. The varied representation of the job categories reflects
that management should consider each defined cluster as distinct job functions. The
differences reflected in the sales activities and sales position definition can directly
impact all aspects of sales force management including but not limited to: compensation
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planning, sales resources allocations, recruiting, and the cost to administer sales
programs.
The results presented in this study reflect that financial services sales do not align
with the sales activities of product sales. The resulting differences provide a new
foundation for the management of the financial services sales force. Therefore, the
validity of current financial services sales management practices should be evaluated
relative to this new foundational information. Management publications and other
educational outlets should present this new research stream for review of and use in
current business practices. The result should be the development and implementation of
sales processes and sales skills specific to the financial services sales force.
Academic Implications
Creating a classification system is foundational to the development of a discipline
(Hunt, 1983). By developing classification schemes, researchers are able to further
theorize (Bunn, 1993). Prior to this study, no taxonomy existed to support the activities of
financial services sales. A priori research implied that financial services sales are
different, and many studies eliminated the industry from respondents. The empirical
results of this study reflect that financial services sales activities are different. Future
research should consider financial services sales separately. Future product and services
sales research should not include financial services sales as it is a separate and distinct
sales area. The findings also suggest that services sales activities in general differ from
product selling activities. The creation of this taxonomy has developed the foundation for
further sales research by empirically developing sales activity factors and resulting
clusters reflecting the differences from the nonfinancial services sales force.
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With the development of the financial services sales activities and resulting
clusters that define financial services sales positions, the foundation is now provided for
theoretical advancement for the management of the financial services sales force.
Financial services salespeople should be studied separately from other sales areas. The
newly established foundation can impact all areas of financial services sales force
management and measurement. The empirically developed financial services sales force
factors and clusters with the resulting defined job positions now provide a foundation to
retest sales goals and objectives, methodologies, compensation formulas, sales
performance reporting, and sales techniques. Prior studies that used previously defined
sales attributes may now be outdated and need reexamining using the newly defined
activities and sales positions.
Business-to-business sales taxonomies were studied in Moncrief et al. (2006). The
results of this study show that business-to-business sales activities cannot be applied to
financial services sales activities. The defining of financial services sales activities
opened the exploration of business-to-consumer sales activities for the financial services
industry, creating significant research value. This foray into the classification of a key
area of services selling defines a new service sales paradigm—specifically that financial
services sales is different from product sales as well as services sales being inherently
different from product sales. The resulting classifications support that future research
should test existing models, revalidating their use for financial services and other services
sales.
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Future Research
The financial services sales activities sample was obtained by using panel data.
The goal was to obtain only nonmanagerial, consumer-focused financial services
salespeople. The initial estimate of time for obtaining respondents was expanded from 7–
10 days to over 30 days in order to obtain the requested sample. Even when using a panel
data firm, this was a difficult sample to obtain. Future research may consider other
alternatives in obtaining the sample while maintaining the diversity of firms, firm size,
difference in sales positions, and diverse geographic locations. This might be
accomplished by sampling obtained through national industry-specific trade groups or
business associations.
Further research should explore the implications of technology. As part of the
statistical analysis, questions arose regarding technology. For example, why is it more
important for some sales positions versus others? With the exponential growth in
technology, this factor may continue to grow in importance and influence. To further
understand technology, the following thoughts could be posed to the respondents to
obtain a better understanding of the technology used, that is, the amount of time
technology is used and how the respondents evaluate what new technology to obtain.
Another question regarding technology should be examined: Is technology required for
information when working with the customer? Additionally, in the qualitative interviews,
time required or spent in the office was not revealed, nor was salesperson availability to
the client when out of the office or after hours provided. Further research should explore
sales activities regarding availability to the customer and information flow.
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With the establishment of financial services sales activities and the resulting
defined job positions, other areas of sales management should now be further explored.
With the added knowledge that financial services sales are different from other products
and services sales, new studies should be conducted for baseline attributes in all areas of
financial services sales force management. Prior studies that used generic sales force
management and techniques may be outdated. This includes but is not limited to sales
force incentives, sales techniques, required ethical behavior, and sales training. Other
areas of future studies would be to examine the clusters within traditional sales force
literature as well as the financial services literature to validate or grow the current
literature stream.
A final area of sales that many times is not included in sales research is that of
real estate agents. Real estate agents also sell directly to consumers. The financial
services sales taxonomy could be applied to a sample of real estate agents to understand
the similarities and differences in sales activities. If the resulting sales activities, factors,
and clusters are similar, further research should be conducted to understand the
implications of two diverse fields with focus on consumer nonretail sales.
Limitations
Taxonomies inherently include subjective processes (Riggs, 2012). Final
clustering is both statistical and managerial (Hair et al., 2010), allowing for the subjective
decisions made in the development of the taxonomy and subsequent naming of the
factors and clusters. While this taxonomy covered only one industry, which could be
deemed a limitation, the goal was to understand the implications of financial services
sales activities as compared with nonfinancial sales.
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An additional limitation is that the initial qualitative interviews and online
qualitative survey were conducted in a single geographic area with local industry experts
known to the researcher. To help mediate geographic and firm limitations, a panel data
firm, Qualtrics, was used for the final survey. Panel data firms have their own inherent
limitations such as nature of the sample, volunteer status, and technological issues
(Steelman, Hamer, & Limayem, 2014). The limitations are outweighed in this study by
obtaining a broader scope of respondents in firm brand, firm size, compensation, and
multistate area.
Within the study, technology resulted as an important factor within the sales
activities. This raises a question regarding how much time the respondents spent in their
office, which was not addressed in the study. The impact of time in the office versus
technology is unknown and was not included in the final sales position creation.
Conclusions
Prior to this study, there was limited information to evaluate the financial services
sales activities. A priori research reflected there was a general paradigm that financial
services sales activities differed from other forms of sales, but no empirical studies had
been conducted. This study took an established method of taxonomy development (Bunn,
1993) and an established study (Moncrief et al., 2006) that provided a products sales
activities taxonomy and job description results, and applied the methodology to the
development of financial services sales activities. The results of this study reflect that
financial services sales activities, factors, and job positions are distinctly different from
the products and services taxonomy.
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With the resulting definitions of financial services sales, the research door is now
open to pursue whether different types of sales require different performance
management criteria. Future research should continue to grow the business-to-consumer
paradigm and determine whether it must be studied by industry. Overall, this dissertation
represents an important first step in providing evidence that financial services sales are
different from other types of product or services sales and provides a foundation for
future research to assess other differences within the financial services sales industry.
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Title of Research Study: FINANCIAL SERVICES: A TAXONOMY OF CONSUMERFOCUSED SELLING ACTIVITIES AND SALES POSITIONS
Researcher’s Contact Information: Joie Hain, 770-855-7042, lhain@student.kennesaw.edu
You are being invited to take part in a research study conducted by Joie Hain of Kennesaw
State University. Before you decide to participate in this study, you should read this form and
ask questions about anything that you do not understand. The purpose of the study is to gain
an understanding of the different effects of goals on sales force motivation and job
satisfaction in a business-to-consumer setting. This research will be especially useful to both
scholars and practitioners as they seek to understand the sales activities of the financial
services sales force. You will be asked a series of questions related to your job in financial
services business to consumer sales. The research objectives of this study are being executed
using a qualitative interview survey questions of business-to-consumer financial services
salespeople across various U.S. financial institutions, Your participation in this study is
voluntary. Your answers will not be tied to you in any way. You can stop answering
questions at any time without penalty. By completing this survey, you are agreeing to
participate in this research project. All answers to survey questions will remain confidential.
Time required is estimated at 30–45 minutes. There are no known risks anticipated to you by
participating in this study. Although there will be no direct benefits due to taking part in this
study, the intention of the study is to provide insight to the researcher in developing a
taxonomy of consumer focused selling activities and sales positions. Compensation - $10
Gift Card. The results of this participation will be kept confidential. The researcher will
assign a response ID to each participants and the real identity will only be seen by the
researcher to ensure confidentiality. Additionally, the information will be maintained in a
password protected computer.
You must be 18 years of age or older to participate in this study. IP addresses will not be
collected. Research at Kennesaw State University that involves human participants is carried
out under the oversight of an Institutional Review Board. Questions or problems regarding
these activities should be addressed to the Institutional Review Board, Kennesaw State
University, 1000 Chastain Road, #0112, Kennesaw, GA 30144-5591, (678) 797-2268.
PLEASE PRINT A COPY OF THIS CONSENT DOCUMENT FOR YOUR RECORDS, OR
IF YOU DO NOT HAVE PRINT CAPABILITIES, YOU MAY CONTACT THE
RESEARCHER TO OBTAIN A COPY
(hand copy to client)
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Qualitative Interview Questions
Financial Services Sales Activities
Subject’s Code Number: ___________
Date: ________ Start Time: ______ End Time:______
Intro Script:
Thank you for meeting with me. As you know, I am working toward the
completion of my doctorate in Marketing. My dissertation topic is the study of financial
services sales. In this study, I am developing a complete list of financial services sales
activities. This includes activities that a financial services salesperson would complete on
a daily, weekly and monthly basis. As part of the interview process, I will be asking you a
series of open-ended questions. Afterwards, I will list a series of activities that have been
previously defined as industrial sales activities. I will ask you if the activities are
applicable or not applicable to your financial services sales activities. I will then ask you
if there are any additional activities that you can think of.
Are there any questions before we start?
Please confirm that you sell financial services products or services directly to
consumers.
Please answer the following questions in the context of selling your products or
services to consumers.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

What are a typical day’s activities?
What activities do you only perform on a weekly basis?
What activities do you only perform on a monthly basis?
What technology do you use?
Do you use social media in your business? If so, which media?
What are your marketing activities?
Do you sell in teams or by yourself or both?
Do you develop business plans and budgets? Conduct personal performance analysis?
If so, please describe.
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For the following activities, please state whether this activity is an activity you
would perform in your financial services sales activities. If the answer is No, please share
why.
Activity
Yes/No
Comments
1. Select products to take on call ____________________________________________
2. Expedite orders _______________________________________________________
3. Check or use e-mail ____________________________________________________
4. Set up appointments ____________________________________________________
5. Supervise installation of product __________________________________________
6. Take clients out for a drink ______________________________________________
7. Provide market and consumer feedback to your organization ____________________
8. Check customer inventory _______________________________________________
9. Attend conventions ____________________________________________________
10. Work on or check web pages _____________________________________________
11. Make conference calls __________________________________________________
12. Take clients to dinner ___________________________________________________
13. Collect information from database ________________________________________
14. Conduct research at customer’s business site ________________________________
15. Build relationship with suppliers __________________________________________
16. Use Dictaphone _______________________________________________________
17. Mentor junior sales reps _________________________________________________
18. Use a laptop in/for presentation ___________________________________________
19. Train new sales reps ____________________________________________________
20. Spend night on the road _________________________________________________
21. Collect past-due accounts _______________________________________________
22. Make sales presentation _________________________________________________
23. Call on potential accounts _______________________________________________
24. Develop relationship with customer organizations ____________________________
25. Check or use the Internet ________________________________________________
26. Script sales pitch ______________________________________________________
27. Recruit new sales reps __________________________________________________
28. Enter information/date on laptop __________________________________________
29. Overcome objections ___________________________________________________
30. Take clients to lunch ___________________________________________________
31. Handle/trace back orders ________________________________________________
32. Learn about your company’s products ______________________________________
33. Perform maintenance on product __________________________________________
34. Receive feedback from boss _____________________________________________
35. Check voicemail _______________________________________________________
36. Set up displays ________________________________________________________
37. Learn/use computer software _____________________________________________
38. Update customer files __________________________________________________
39. Practice/use second language skills ________________________________________
40. Attend sales meetings __________________________________________________
41. Ride with other sales reps/trainees _________________________________________
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42. Plan selling activities ___________________________________________________
43. Introduce new products _________________________________________________
44. Attend training sessions _________________________________________________
45. Respond to referrals ____________________________________________________
46. Write thank-you letters _________________________________________________
47. Build rapport with customer _____________________________________________
48. Deliver product samples ________________________________________________
49. Network with contacts __________________________________________________
50. Make sale and turn it over to someone else __________________________________
51. Throw parties for clients ________________________________________________
52. Ask questions _________________________________________________________
53. Use a fax ____________________________________________________________
54. Handle advertising and promotions ________________________________________
55. Stock shelves _________________________________________________________
56. Use overnight delivery services ___________________________________________
57. Maintain home or virtual office/telecommute ________________________________
58. Work with key accounts _________________________________________________
59. Read body language of customer __________________________________________
60. Sell unique competencies of your organization/product ________________________
61. Call on the customer’s CEO _____________________________________________
62. Selling to customers by phone ____________________________________________
63. Build trust with customer ________________________________________________
64. Train brokers/middle men/other channel members ____________________________
65. Coordinate with Sales Support ____________________________________________
66. Call on multiple individuals in the customer’s organization _____________________
67. Use a pager ___________________________________________________________
68. Sell product accessories _________________________________________________
69. Deliver product _______________________________________________________
70. Train customers to use product ___________________________________________
71. Product technical support for product ______________________________________
72. Entertain clients with leisure activities (golf, sporting events, fishing, etc.) _________
73. Write up order ________________________________________________________
74. Travel out of town _____________________________________________________
75. Make multiple calls to close deal __________________________________________
76. Avoid potential litigation ________________________________________________
77. Consult with customers on their problems ___________________________________
78. Sell value-added aspects of product/service _________________________________
79. Use cellular phone _____________________________________________________
80. Use video-conference equipment __________________________________________
81. Identify person in authority at client firm ___________________________________
82. Search out new leads ___________________________________________________
83. Establish relations with distributors ________________________________________
84. Hand-hold customers ___________________________________________________
85. Listen _______________________________________________________________
86. Adapt sales presentation to customer’s needs ________________________________
87. Create newsletters _____________________________________________________
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88. Use videotape or VCR to sell _____________________________________________
89. Play golf on company business ___________________________________________
90. Close the sale _________________________________________________________
91. Help clients plan ______________________________________________________
92. Demonstrate the product ________________________________________________
93. Modify the product ____________________________________________________
94. Take clients on-site ____________________________________________________
95. Fill out expense accounts ________________________________________________
96. Read trade and company reports __________________________________________
97. Monitor competitor’s products ___________________________________________
98. Create, monitor, or put up point-of-purchase materials _________________________
99. Submit bids __________________________________________________________
100. Correspond with customer, office, others __________________________________
101. Engage in politicking within your company ________________________________
102. Work “after hours” ___________________________________________________
103. Forecast demand _____________________________________________________
104. Provide financing ____________________________________________________
105. Work conference or trade shows _________________________________________
After reviewing the above sales activities are there any sales activities missing
that you perform within your job function of selling to consumer? If so, please list the
sales activity and provide details of the function.
Do you have any additional comments or suggestions regarding this survey?

Thank you for your time. Your support is very helpful and much appreciated!

APPENDIX B: THE ONLINE SURVEY
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Sales Activities 2
i. ONLINE SURVEY CONSENT FORM
Title of Research Study: Financial Services: A Taxonomy of Consumer-Focused Selling
Activities and Sales Positions
Researcher’s Contact Information: Joie Hain, 770-855-7042, lhain@student.kennesaw.edu
You are being invited to take part in a research study conducted by Joie Hain of
Kennesaw State University. Before you decide to participate in this study, you should read
this form and ask questions about anything that you do not understand. The purpose of the
study is to gain an understanding of the different effects of goals on sales force motivation
and job satisfaction in a business-to-consumer setting. This research will be especially useful
to both scholars and practitioners as they seek to understand the sales activities of the
financial services sales force. You will be asked a series of questions related to your job
in financial services business to consumer sales. The research objectives of this study are
being executed using an online survey of business-to-consumer financial services salespeople
across various U.S. financial institutions conducted by a third party marketing research firm,
Qualtrics. Your participation in this study is voluntary. Your answers will not be tied to you
in any way. You can stop answering questions at any time without penalty. By completing
this survey, you are agreeing to participate in this research project. All answers to survey
questions will remain confidential. Time required is estimated at 30 minutes. There are no
known risks anticipated to you by participating in this study. Although there will be no direct
benefits due to taking part in this study, the intention of the study is to provide insight to the
researcher in developing a taxonomy of consumer focused selling activities and sales
positions. Compensation - none. The results of this participation will be kept
confidential. The researcher will assign a response ID to each participants and the real
identity will only be seen by the researcher to ensure confidentiality. Additionally, the
information will be maintained in a password-protected computer.
You must be 18 years of age or older to participate in this study. IP addresses will not be
collected. Research at Kennesaw State University that involves human participants is carried
out under the oversight of an Institutional Review Board. Questions or problems regarding
these activities should be addressed to the Institutional Review Board, Kennesaw State
University, 1000 Chastain Road, #0112, Kennesaw, GA 30144-5591, (678) 797-2268.
PLEASE PRINT A COPY OF THIS CONSENT DOCUMENT FOR YOUR RECORDS, OR
IF YOU DO NOT HAVE PRINT CAPABILITIES, YOU MAY CONTACT THE
RESEARCHER TO OBTAIN A COPY.
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ii.
 I agree and give my consent to participate in this research project. I understand that
participation is voluntary and that I may withdraw my consent at any time without
penalty. (1)
 I do not agree to participate and will be excluded from the remainder of the questions.
(2)
If I do not agree to participa... Is Selected, Then Skip To End of Survey

a. Do you work in the financial services industry? (Financial service industry includes but
is not limited to banks, credit unions, financial advisers, credit companies and insurance
companies.)
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
If No Is Selected, Then Skip To End of Survey
b. Do you sell financial services products or services directly to consumers?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
If No Is Selected, Then Skip To End of Survey
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Q1 Please answer each question in regards to your sales activities while working with or
selling to CONSUMERS. All answers are anonymous. The following is a list of activities
that you may or may not perform in your job. Please indicate on the 1 to 7 scale the
frequency in a MONTH’S time that you perform the activity.
1 = Never

7 = Very Frequently

1 (1)

- (2)

- (3)

- (4)

- (5)

- (6)

7 (7)

Select products to take on call







Expedite orders





Expedite products sold



Check or use e-mail

n/a (8)





























































Utilize online communication
software such as Skype or
FaceTime



















Set up appointments



















Supervise installation of product



















Supervise customer receipt of
product



















Take clients out for a drink



















Utilize building security
measures



















Provide market and consumer
feedback to your organization



















Check customer inventory



















Perform customer needs
assessment



















Attend conventions



















Conduct daily performance
metrics to goals analysis



















Q2 If any of the above sales activities are not applicable to your job, please list the sales
activity below and state why.
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Q3 The following is a list of activities that you may or may not perform in your job.
Please indicate on the 1 to 7 scale the frequency in a MONTH’S time that you perform
the activity.
1 = Never

7 = Very Frequently

1 (1)

- (2)

- (3)

- (4)

- (5)

- (6)

7 (7)

n/a (8)

Work on or check Web
pages

















Work on or check corporate
proprietary websites

















Work on or check external
to company websites

















Make conference calls

















Take clients to dinner

















Complete human resources
reports, i.e., time cards

















Collect information from
database

















Collect information from
database(s)

















Conduct research at
customer’s business site

















Build relationship with
suppliers

















Utilize office support
software

















Spend night on the road

















Use Dictaphone

















Mentor junior sales reps

















Use a laptop in/for
presentation

















Q4 If any of the above sales activities are not applicable to your job, please list the sales
activity below and state why.
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Q5 The following is a list of activities that you may or may not perform in your job.
Please indicate on the 1 to 7 scale the frequency in a MONTH’S time that you perform
the activity.
1 = Never

7 = Very Frequently

1 (1)

- (2)

- (3)

- (4)

- (5)

- (6)

7 (7)

n/a (8)

Use a tablet in/for
presentations

















Maintain file retention

















Train new sales reps

















Spend night on the road

















Collect past-due accounts

















Meet weekly with manager

















Make sales presentation

















Call on potential accounts

















Develop relationships with
customer organizations

















Develop relationship with
referral partners

















Escalate product or service
delivery problem

















Check or use the Internet

















Script sales pitch

















Recruit new sales reps

















Use a printer

















Q6 If any of the above sales activities are not applicable to your job, please list the sales
activity below and state why.
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Q7 The following is a list of activities that you may or may not perform in your job.
Please indicate on the 1 to 7 scale the frequency in a MONTH’S time that you perform
the activity.
1 = Never

7 = Very Frequently

1 (1)

- (2)

- (3)

- (4)

- (5)

- (6)

7 (7)

n/a (8)

Enter information/data on
laptop

















Enter information/data on
desktop, laptop or tablet

















Overcome objections

















Take clients to lunch

















Manager customer
expectations

















Handle/trace back orders

















Manage flow/completion of
product orders

















Learn about your company’s
products

















Perform maintenance on
product

















Evaluate customer’s current
financial status

















Receive feedback from boss

















Check voice mail

















Set up displays

















Utilize corporate proprietary
software

















Learn/use computer
software

















Q8 If any of the above sales activities are not applicable to your job, please list the sales
activity below and state why.
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Q9 The following is a list of activities that you may or may not perform in your job.
Please indicate on the 1 to 7 scale the frequency in a MONTH’S time that you perform
the activity.
1 = Never

7 = Very Frequently

1 (1)

- (2)

- (3)

- (4)

- (5)

- (6)

7 (7)

n/a (8)

Update customer files

















Practice/use second language
skills

















Provide service to customer

















Attend sales meetings

















Ride with other sales
reps/trainees

















Conduct team selling

















Plan selling activities

















Utilize social media for
marketing purposes

















Introduce new products

















Attend training sessions

















Respond to referrals

















Utilize personally developed
flyers and marketing
documents

















Write thank-you letters

















Build rapport with customer

















Deliver product samples

















Q10 If any of the above sales activities are not applicable to your job, please list the sales
activity below and state why.
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Q11 The following is a list of activities that you may or may not perform in your job.
Please indicate on the 1 to 7 scale the frequency in a MONTH’S time that you perform
the activity.
1 = Never

7 = Very Frequently

1 (1)

- (2)

- (3)

- (4)

- (5)

- (6)

7 (7)

n/a (8)

Deliver product disclosure or new
account packets

















Use a scanner

















Network with contacts

















Make sale and turn it over to
someone else

















Throw parties for clients

















Conduct seminars and client
events

















Utilize voice recognition
technology

















Ask questions

















Use a fax

















Handle advertising and promotions

















Develop personal production goals

















Stock shelves

















Utilize expedited electronic
delivery systems

















Use overnight delivery services

















Maintain home or virtual
office/telecommute

















Q12 If any of the above sales activities are not applicable to your job, please list the sales
activity below and state why.
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Q13 The following is a list of activities that you may or may not perform in your job.
Please indicate on the 1 to 7 scale the frequency in a MONTH’S time that you perform
the activity.
1 = Never

7 = Very Frequently

1 (1)

- (2)

- (3)

- (4)

- (5)

- (6)

7 (7)

n/a (8)

Manage daily work processes

















Work with key accounts

















Read body language of customer

















Understand virtual body language
(i.e., telephone and email
communications)

















Sell unique competencies of your
organization/product

















Develop customer loyalty

















Call on the customer’s CEO

















Sell to customers by phone

















Build trust with customer

















Build relationships

















Train brokers/middle men/other
channel members

















Develop referral source network

















Coordinate with Sales Support

















Call on multiple individuals in the
customer’s organization

















Obtain regulatory license to sell
products

















Q14 If any of the above sales activities are not applicable to your job, please list the sales
activity below and state why.
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Q15 The following is a list of activities that you may or may not perform in your job.
Please indicate on the 1 to 7 scale the frequency in a MONTH’S time that you perform
the activity.
1 = Never

7 = Very Frequently

1 (1)

- (2)

- (3)

- (4)

- (5)

- (6)

7 (7)

n/a (8)

Use a pager

















Use texting

















Use smartphone technology
(i.e., GPS, Siri, voice mail,
e-mail or voice mail texting

















Sell product accessories

















Sell additional products to
customers

















Cross-sell business lines of
products

















Deliver product

















Utilize contact management
software

















Train customers to use
product

















Provide technical support
for product

















Entertain clients with
leisure activities (golf,
sporting events, fishing,
etc.)

















Utilize telephone security
codes

















Write up order

















Take application

















Travel out of town

















Q16 If any of the above sales activities are not applicable to your job, please list the sales
activity below and state why.
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Q17 The following is a list of activities that you may or may not perform in your job.
Please indicate on the 1 to 7 scale the frequency in a MONTH’S time that you perform
the activity.
1 = Never

7 = Very Frequently

1 (1)

- (2)

- (3)

- (4)

- (5)

- (6)

7 (7)

n/a (8)

Make multiple calls to close deal

















Refer customer to business partners

















Avoid potential litigation

















Consult with customers on their
problems

















Sell value-added aspects of
product/service

















Update customer records

















Use cellular phone

















Use video-conference equipment

















Identify person in authority at client
firm

















Identify person in authority at referral
partner firm

















Meet on-going regulatory requirements

















Search out new leads

















Establish relations with distributors

















Hand-hold customers

















Utilize only corporate-developed flyers
and marketing documents

















Q18 If any of the above sales activities are not applicable to your job, please list the sales
activity below and state why.
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Q19 The following is a list of activities that you may or may not perform in your job.
Please indicate on the 1 to 7 scale the frequency in a MONTH’S time that you perform
the activity.
1 = Never

7 = Very Frequently

1 (1)

- (2)

- (3)

- (4)

- (5)

- (6)

7 (7)

n/a (8)

Listen

















Adapt sales presentation to
customer’s needs

















Create newsletters

















Maintain continuing education

















Use videotape or VCR to sell

















Use online videos to sell

















Play golf on company business

















Close the sale

















Help clients plan

















Demonstrate the product

















Modify the product

















Take clients on-site

















Invite clients to corporate office

















Fill out expense accounts

















Read trade and company reports

















Q20 If any of the above sales activities are not applicable to your job, please list the sales
activity below and state why.
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Q21 The following is a list of activities that you may or may not perform in your job.
Please indicate on the 1 to 7 scale the frequency in a MONTH’S time that you perform
the activity.
1 = Never

7 = Very Frequently

1 (1)

- (2)

- (3)

- (4)

- (5)

- (6)

7 (7)

n/a (8)

Monitor competitors’ products

















Create, monitor, or put up pointof-purchase materials

















Develop marketing displays

















Maintain marketing displays

















Submit bids

















Submit quotes

















Correspond with customer,
office, others

















Engage in politicking within
your company

















Work “after hours”

















Forecast demand

















Provide financing

















Work conferences or trade shows

















Q22 If any of the above sales activities are not applicable to your job, please list the sales
activity below and state why.

Q23 After reviewing all of the above sales activities, are any sales activities missing that
you perform within your job function. If so, please list the sales activity with details of
the function. (You may tab backwards to review activities.)

Q24 Do you have any additional comments or suggestions regarding this survey?

Q25 Please indicate your gender.
 Female (1)
 Male (2)
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Q26 What is your race?







American Indian or Alaska Native (1)
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander (2)
Asian (3)
Black or African American (4)
White (5)
Other (6) ____________________

Q27 What is your ethnicity?
 Hispanic or Latino (1)
 Not Hispanic or Latino (2)
Q28 Approximately how many salespeople work for your company?

Q29 Please distribute your annual compensation as a percentage among these four
categories = 100%
______ % Based Salary (1)
______ % Commission (2)
______ % Bonus (3)
______ % Other (4)

Q30 How long have you had your current position at your company?
 Years (1) ____________________
 Months (2) ____________________
Q31 What is the highest level of education you have completed?










Less than High School (1)
High School / GED (2)
Some College (3)
2-year College Degree (4)
4-year College Degree (5)
Master’s Degree (6)
Doctoral Degree (7)
Professional Degree (JD, MD) (8)
Other (9) ____________________
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Q32 How long have you been employed by your organization?
 Years (1) ____________________
 Months (2) ____________________
Q33 How long have you been employed in a selling position (current and prior firms)?
 # Years (1) ____________________
Q34 How many in-person sales calls do you make each week (average)?
 # in person calls (1) ____________________
Q35 How many accounts are assigned to you?
 # of accounts (1) ____________________
Q36 What percent of your sales quota did you achieve last year?
 % sales quota (1) ____________________
Q37 For your target market, what dollar amount in client assets is your focus?







$100,000 or less (1)
Greater than $100,00 to $250,000 (2)
Greater than $250,00 to $500,000 (3)
Greater than $500,000 to $1,000,000 (4)
Don’t Know (5)
Not Applicable (6)

Q38 In what city and state do you currently reside?

Q39 The largest portion of your sales are for:
 Products (1)
 Services (2)
Q40 What primary financial services product or service does your organization sell?
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Q41 What is your job title?

Q42 Does your job require a special license or registration?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)
Answer If Does your job require a special license or registration? Yes Is Selected
Q43 What is the name of the license or registration?

Q44 What product or service do you sell?

Q45 What financial services products and/or services does your organization sell?

Q46 What is the name of your company?

Q47 What is your job title?

Q48 Does your job require a special license or registration?
 Yes (1)
 No (2)

APPENDIX C: EXPLORATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS
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Data Analysis – Initial EFA, 69 Sales Activities:
The initial analysis performed is exploratory factor analysis (EFA) using SPSS
v. 22.0. This analysis is conducted to determine the number of resulting factors and if
there is any similarity among factors between sales types. The Moncrief et al. (2006)
study resulted in 69 sales activities with a 12-factor solution. Like Moncrief et al.,
Promax rotation was used, with activities that loaded at 0.4 and above retained for further
review. Since the final taxonomy consisted of 69 sales activities, using the 69 financial
services sales activities is the first EFA conducted. For ease of review, the Moncrief et al.
sales factors have been numbered by their factor number, the question number within the
factor, and the question number within the survey Moncrief et al. administered. For
example, F1_1_M63 refers to the first sales activity in Factor 1 and the sales activity in
the original survey as question 63. As reflected in the factor analysis below, only 9
resulting factors in the analysis versus the 12 factors in Moncrief et al. study emerged.
The sales activities loaded very different from the Moncrief et al. study.
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EFA – Run 1: 69 sales activities – Promax rotation
Pattern Matrixa
Component
1
F8_3_M55

.845

F2_4_M92

.811

F8_1_M48

.771

F2_3_M54

.769

F2_1_M98

.751

F2_5_M70

.740

F2_7_M68

.719

F2_9_M8

.716

F9_2_M93

.699

F2_2_M36

.696

F2_12_M31

.672

F12_1_M83

.656

F9_3_M33

.649

F1_15_M66

.630

F2_13_M43

.601

F2_10_M105

.558

F2_11_M73

.527

F2_8_M87

.467

F9_1_M5

.460

F1_12_M81

.435

F5_6_M13

.410

2

3

4

5

6

7

.442

-.484

F1_14_M42
F9_4_M94
F4_4_M99
F11_1_M95
F1_7_M78

.999

F1_10_M90

.893

F1_6_M86

.875

F1_5_M77

.812

F4_3_M45

.763

F1_17_M91

.754

F1_3_M47

.745

F1_9_M60

.691

8

9
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F1_1_M63

.676

F1_13_M59

.624

F1_8_M29

.615

F1_2_M52

.611

F4_5_M75

.604

F4_1_M23

.600

F4_2_M82

.581

F1_4_M85

.514

F10_1_M40
F10_3_M32
F3_3_M6

1.008

F3_5_M30

1.005

F3_2_M12

.958

F3_1_M72

.820

F3_4_M89

.734

F6_1_M20

.666

F6_2_M74

.607

F3_6_M51

.605

F2_6_M88
F5_3_M3

.838

F5_1_M25

.744

F11_2_M35

.674

F1_16_M100

.604

F5_4_M37
F7_1_M19

.793

F7_2_M17

.765

F12_1_M64

.608

F7_3_M27

.433

.554

F7_4_M41
F5_5_M28

.410

F5_7_M18

.816
.626

F9_5_M2

.804

F1_11_M58

.419

F8_2_M69

.508

F10_2_M44
F5_2_M10
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 12 iterations.

.516
-.432
.728
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Total Variance Explained
Rotation Sums
of Squared
Loadingsa
Component

Total

1

19.922

2

14.001

3

14.657

4

7.576

5

9.411

6

10.103

7

8.358

8

2.470

9

2.450

Extraction Method: Principal
Component Analysis.
a. When components are
correlated, sums of squared
loadings cannot be added to
obtain a total variance.

Moncrief et al. (2006) used Promax as an oblique rotation method. Oblique
rotations are used when factors are expected to correlate. An orthogonal rotation is used
when factors are anticipated to be uncorrelated (IBM, 2014). Because a taxonomy is an
exploratory process, the same data were then run using an orthogonal rotation method,
Varimax. In a comparison between the factor loadings calculated by Promax and
Varimax rotational methods, all Promax items loaded on Varimax Factor 1 but at
different values. Five additional sales activities were added to Factor 1 using Varimax as
reflected in the chart below. Neither of the factor analyses matched the Moncrief et al.
sales activities factors.
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EFA – Run 2: 69 sales activities – Varimax rotation
Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1
F2_1_M98

.700

F8_1_M48

.679

F2_3_M54

.674

F2_2_M36

.660

F8_3_M55

.649

F2_7_M68

.637

F9_2_M93

.632

F2_9_M8

.627

F12_1_M83

.626

F2_12_M31

.622

F2_4_M92

.617

F2_10_M105

.617

F1_15_M66

.609

F2_5_M70

.593

F7_3_M27

.561

F2_13_M43

.561

F9_3_M33

.558

F2_8_M87

.554

F9_1_M5

.540

F7_4_M41

.498

F2_11_M73

.488

F1_12_M81

.482

F1_14_M42

.479

F11_1_M95

.450

F5_6_M13

.420

F8_2_M69

.407

2

3

4

5

6

7

.404

.420
.413
.436

.524

.423

.433

.444

F1_7_M78

.824

F1_10_M90

.807

F1_17_M91

.803

F1_3_M47

.775

F1_6_M86

.766

F1_5_M77

.763

F4_3_M45

.761

F1_1_M63

.746

F1_2_M52

.698

.403

8

9
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F4_1_M23

.661

F4_2_M82

.656

F1_4_M85

.654

F1_8_M29

.646

F4_5_M75

.634

F1_13_M59

.628

F1_9_M60

.582

F1_11_M58

.572

F10_3_M32

.539

F5_4_M37

.537

F1_16_M100

.524

F10_2_M44

.425

F10_1_M40

.500

.499

-.408

.470

F3_5_M30

.890

F3_3_M6

.879

F3_2_M12

.872

F3_1_M72

.809

F3_4_M89

.739

F6_1_M20

.728

F3_6_M51

.680

F6_2_M74

.677

F9_4_M94

.470

.515

F2_6_M88

.414

.510

F4_4_M99

.464

.501

F5_7_M18

.470

.440

F5_3_M3

.658

F5_1_M25

.622

F11_2_M35
F7_1_M19

.440

.584

.472

F7_2_M17
F12_1_M64

.684
.662

.514

F5_5_M28
F9_5_M2
F5_2_M10
Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 12 iterations.

.563
.560
.671
.664
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Total Variance Explained
Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings
Component

Total

% of Variance

Cumulative %

1

11.876

17.211

17.211

2

11.869

17.202

34.413

3

9.225

13.370

47.783

4

2.877

4.169

51.952

5

2.629

3.810

55.761

6

1.977

2.865

58.626

7

1.961

2.842

61.468

8

1.464

2.121

63.589

9

1.355

1.964

65.553

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.

Data Analysis – Second Analysis, 105 Activities:
The next factor analysis that was conducted includes a comparison of the initial
105 activities that Moncrief et al. (2006) used to create the sales taxonomy that resulted
in 12 factors and 69 sales activities. Again, Moncrief et al. used Promax as the rotation
method and suppressed all factor loadings below 0.4. The sales activities were entered
into SPSS v. 22.0 by factor order and within each factor-by-factor score centroid as in the
first EFA. Next, the 36 sales activities that were eliminated were then input by survey
question order.

Pattern Matrixa
Component
1
F7_1_M19

.914

M104

.861

F7_2_M17

.847

F12_1_M64

.809

M101

.724

F7_3_M27

.713

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
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M39

.611

F2_8_M87

.559

M21

.540

F9_2_M93

.476

F2_2_M36

.471

M103

.461

F9_3_M33

.460

F7_4_M41

.458

F9_1_M5

.454

F4_4_M99

.432

M16

.403

F2_1_M98

.401

-.427 .427
.420

F11_1_M95
F2_10_M10
5
F2_3_M54
F2_6_M88
F2_7_M68
M65
F1_7_M78

.858

F1_5_M77

.847

F1_10_M90

.776

F1_3_M47

.770

F1_17_M91

.748

F1_1_M63

.734

F1_6_M86

.710

F1_8_M29

.668

F4_3_M45

.661

F1_13_M59

.657

F4_5_M75

.617

F1_2_M52

.616

F1_4_M85

.539

F4_1_M23

.528

M38

.513

F4_2_M82

.508

F1_9_M60

.461

M4

.444

F1_16_M10
0
F3_3_M6

.969
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F3_5_M30

.957

F3_2_M12

.926

F3_1_M72

.784

F3_4_M89

.721

F6_1_M20

.618

F3_6_M51

.603

F6_2_M74

.537

F9_4_M94
F5_5_M28

1.041

M79

1.019

F5_7_M18

.802

M57

.691

M102

.628

M80

.416

.566

F11_2_M35

.504

M9

.495

F5_1_M25
M97
F5_6_M13

.823

M15

.735

F2_9_M8

.729

M24

.617

F1_11_M58

.462

.570

F12_1_M83

.557

M7

.536

F2_12_M31

.520

M14

.511

M49

.429

F1_15_M66

.496
.489

M61
F2_5_M70

.914

M71

.793

F2_4_M92

.635

M34
F5_4_M37

.850
.411

.595

M11

.407

F10_3_M32

.403

F10_2_M44
M56
M96
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M26

.754

F1_14_M42

.511

F2_13_M43

.474

M50

-.405

.411

M22
F9_5_M2

.762

M1

.447 .727

M53

.766

M46

.438

M76

.554

.791

F5_3_M3

.437

-.647

F1_12_M81
F8_3_M55
M67
M84

.659
.544

.614

F2_11_M73
F8_1_M48
F8_2_M69

.844

F10_1_M40
M62

.434

.797

F5_2_M10

.520

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 29 iterations.

Total Variance Explained
Rotation Sums
of Squared
Loadingsa
Component

Total

1

23.192

2

14.835

3

19.286

4

22.456

5

24.518

6

14.595

7

12.777

8

16.666

.824
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9

7.377

10

2.045

11

12.475

12

9.806

13

8.305

14

7.494

15

5.044

Extraction Method: Principal
Component Analysis.
a. When components are
correlated, sums of squared
loadings cannot be added to
obtain a total variance.

The EFA using Promax produced 15 factors versus the previous 9 as compared to
the 12 factors in Moncrief et al. (2006). In reviewing the initial factor loadings, six sales
activities that had been eliminated in the Moncrief et al. study loaded on Factor 1, Factor
2 had two sales activities previously eliminated, and Factors 4 and 5 had five and six
sales activities previously eliminated, respectively. Maintaining all other assumptions but
changing the rotation method to Varimax produced the results below.

Rotated Component Matrixa
Component
1
F7_1_M19

.775

F12_1_M64

.761

F7_3_M27

.749

F7_2_M17

.716

M104

.714

M39

.677

M101

.676

F2_8_M87

.664

F2_2_M36

.639

F2_1_M98

.634

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
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F2_10_M10
.624
5
F7_4_M41

.619

F9_2_M93

.617

M21

.603

M16

.597

M103

.597

F9_1_M5

.596

F2_7_M68

.578

F4_4_M99

.576

F2_12_M31

.575

F2_3_M54

.569

M80

.558

F9_3_M33

.555

F8_3_M55

.542

F2_6_M88

.539

M14

.536

F8_1_M48

.521

F11_1_M95

.508

F9_4_M94

.478

M65

.475

M7

.428

.473

.465

.458

.428

M50
F2_13_M43
M97
M11
F2_11_M73
F1_17_M91

.812

F1_3_M47

.809

F1_5_M77

.788

F1_10_M90

.787

F1_1_M63

.784

F1_7_M78

.775

F4_3_M45

.741

F1_2_M52

.718

F1_6_M86

.718

F1_4_M85

.692

F1_8_M29

.677

F4_5_M75

.659

M38

.659
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F4_1_M23

.653

F4_2_M82

.637

F1_13_M59

.636

F1_11_M58

.606

.421

F1_16_M10
.591
0
M49

.586

F5_4_M37

.581

M4

.571

M24

.566

F10_3_M32

.548

M84

.545

F1_9_M60

.520

F11_2_M35

.519

M22

.486

F10_2_M44

.485

F5_1_M25

.469

F10_1_M40

.423

M46

.403

.447

.436

.456

.420

F3_5_M30

.836

F3_3_M6

.834

F3_2_M12

.814

F3_1_M72

.404

F3_4_M89
F6_1_M20

.759
.710

.402

F6_2_M74

.666
.633

F3_6_M51

.527

.624

M61

.447

.475

F1_12_M81
F5_5_M28

.719

M79

.682

F5_7_M18

.615

M102

.523

M9

.420

M57

.484
.479

M96
F2_9_M8

.481

F5_6_M13

.512
.510

M15

.476

.493

F12_1_M83

.430

.432
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F1_15_M66

.411

.420

F2_5_M70

.450

.673

M71

.520

.584

F2_4_M92

.402

M34

.467

.464
.572

M56
M26

.499

F1_14_M42
F9_5_M2

.718

M1

.695

M53

.424

M76

.481

.508

F5_3_M3

.436

-.458

M67

.633

.413

.464

F8_2_M69
M62

.626
.509

.592

F5_2_M10

.660

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 29 iterations.

Total Variance Explained
Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings
Component

Total

% of Variance

Cumulative %

1

17.516

16.682

16.682

2

16.381

15.600

32.283

3

9.300

8.857

41.139

4

6.007

5.721

46.861

5

3.694

3.518

50.379

6

2.311

2.201

52.579

7

2.277

2.169

54.748

8

2.196

2.092

56.840

9

2.132

2.031

58.871

10

1.790

1.705

60.575

11

1.665

1.586

62.161

12

1.543

1.469

63.630

13

1.510

1.438

65.068

14

1.495

1.424

66.493

15

1.495

1.424

67.916

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
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Next, EFA using Varimax was conducted and also produced 15 factors—an
additional 14 sales activities in Factor 1 over the Promax analysis, of which 10 were sales
activities that had been previously eliminated in the Moncrief et al. (2006) study. The
Varimax rotation also produced more cross-loadings between the sales activities.
Data Analysis – Third Analysis, Individual Factors:
The individual factors were each calculated separately to determine if the
financial services sales factors would individually load per Moncrief et al.’s (2006) study.
Promax rotation was used to maintain consistency with the 2006 study as well as
suppression at or below 0.4. Factors 1, 2, and 5 loaded with 2 components and therefore
did not load the same as the Moncrief et al. factors. Factors 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12
loaded with only one component when calculated by itself. The components that loaded
as a single component are the smaller components ranging from two activities per
component to six activities per component.
Financial Services Sales Activities calculated by Moncrief et al. (2006)
Factors - Using Promax, Suppressed at 0.4
Factor 1:
Pattern Matrixa
Component
1

2

F1_1_M63

.984

F1_4_M85

.983

F1_3_M47

.912

F1_2_M52

.879

F1_5_M77

.680

F1_10_M90

.678

F1_17_M91

.664

F1_8_M29

.576
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F1_6_M86

.565

F1_7_M78

.544

F1_16_M100

.538

F1_13_M59

.437

F1_15_M66

.856

F1_14_M42

.844

F1_12_M81

.821

F1_9_M60

.565

F1_11_M58

.448

Extraction Method: Principal Component
Analysis.
Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser
Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 3 iterations.

Total Variance Explained
Rotation Sums
of Squared
Loadingsa
Component

Total

1

7.550

2

5.091

Extraction Method: Principal
Component Analysis.
a. When components are
correlated, sums of squared
loadings cannot be added to
obtain a total variance.

Factor 2:
Pattern Matrixa
Component
1

2

F2_4_M92

.961

F2_5_M70

.791

F2_11_M73

.657

F2_9_M8

.622
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F2_13_M43

.613

F2_12_M31

.501

F2_1_M98

.464

F2_7_M68

.457

.439

F2_6_M88

1.031

F2_8_M87

.821

F2_10_M105

.736

F2_2_M36

.617

F2_3_M54

.446

Extraction Method: Principal Component
Analysis.
Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser
Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 3 iterations.
Total Variance Explained
Rotation Sums
of Squared
Loadingsa
Component

Total

1

5.681

2

5.447

Extraction Method: Principal
Component Analysis.
a. When components are
correlated, sums of squared
loadings cannot be added to
obtain a total variance.

Factor 3:
Descriptive Statistics
Mean

Std. Deviation

Analysis N

F3_1_M72

2.84

2.052

281

F3_2_M12

3.03

2.041

281

F3_3_M6

2.95

2.079

281

F3_4_M89

2.36

2.009

281

F3_5_M30

3.23

2.058

281

F3_6_M51

2.64

1.983

281
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Rotated
Component
Matrixa

a. Only one
component was
extracted. The
solution cannot
be rotated.

Factor 4:
Descriptive Statistics
Mean

Std. Deviation

Analysis N

F4_1_M23

5.16

1.958

281

F4_2_M82

4.95

2.036

281

F4_3_M45

5.18

1.826

281

F4_4_M99

3.11

2.171

281

F4_5_M75

5.12

1.925

281

Rotated
Component
Matrixa

a. Only one
component was
extracted. The
solution cannot
be rotated.
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Factor 5:
Pattern Matrixa
Component
1

2

F5_7_M18

.935

F5_5_M28

.840

F5_2_M10

.656

F5_6_M13

.544

F5_3_M3

.868

F5_1_M25

.866

F5_4_M37

.664

Extraction Method: Principal
Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Promax with Kaiser
Normalization.
a. Rotation converged in 3 iterations.

Total Variance Explained
Rotation Sums
of Squared
Loadingsa
Component

Total

1

2.599

2

2.316

Extraction Method: Principal
Component Analysis.
a. When components are
correlated, sums of squared
loadings cannot be added to
obtain a total variance.
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Factor 6:
Descriptive Statistics
Mean

Std. Deviation

Analysis N

F6_1_M20

2.89

2.055

281

F6_2_M74

3.39

2.124

281

Rotated
Component
Matrixa

a. Only one
component was
extracted. The
solution cannot
be rotated.

Factor 7:
Descriptive Statistics
Mean

Std. Deviation

Analysis N

F7_1_M19

3.59

1.991

281

F7_2_M17

3.31

2.060

281

F7_3_M27

3.04

2.088

281

F7_4_M41

3.37

2.065

281

Rotated
Component
Matrixa

a. Only one
component was
extracted. The
solution cannot
be rotated.
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Factor 8:
Descriptive Statistics
Mean

Std. Deviation

Analysis N

F8_1_M48

3.37

2.203

281

F8_2_M69

4.11

2.117

281

F8_3_M55

2.77

2.174

281

Rotated
Component
Matrixa

a. Only one
component was
extracted. The
solution cannot
be rotated.

Factor 9:
Descriptive Statistics
Mean

Std. Deviation

Analysis N

F9_1_M5

3.25

2.113

281

F9_2_M93

3.67

2.220

281

F9_3_M33

3.98

2.117

281

F9_4_M94

3.41

2.273

281

F9_5_M2

4.35

1.971

281

Rotated
Component
Matrixa

a. Only one
component was
extracted. The
solution cannot
be rotated.
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Factor 10:
Descriptive Statistics
Mean

Std. Deviation

Analysis N

F10_1_M40

4.56

1.891

281

F10_2_M44

4.69

1.738

281

F10_3_M32

5.52

1.714

281

Rotated
Component
Matrixa

a. Only one
component was
extracted. The
solution cannot
be rotated.

Factor 11:
Descriptive Statistics
Mean

Std. Deviation

Analysis N

F11_1_M95

3.69

2.231

281

F11_2_M35

5.59

1.996

281

Rotated
Component
Matrixa

a. Only one
component was
extracted. The
solution cannot
be rotated.
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Factor 12:
Descriptive Statistics
Mean

Std. Deviation

Analysis N

F12_1_M83

4.07

2.192

281

F12_1_M64

3.27

2.097

281

Rotated
Component
Matrixa

a. Only one
component was
extracted. The
solution cannot
be rotated.

Data Analysis – Fourth Analysis with 161Activities:
Exploratory Factor Analysis

Step by Step - 161 activities
All 161 sales activities
SPSS Instructions - EFA

Dimension Reduction
Dialog Box - Select Variables
Descriptives Box
Univariate
Unclick Initial Solution Box
Click Continue
Extraction Box
Default Principal
components
Extract Default of Eigenvalues over 1
Max rotation 100
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Unclick
Unrotated
Click Continue
Click Promax
Max rotation 100
Continue
Options Box
Sorted by Size
Suppress absolute value to .5
Continue

Run 1 - 161 activities
Results in 28 component
154 activities
Remove single item components
M50
M84
New_Q4
New_Q11
New_Q45
New_Q13
M76
Results in 26 components
151 activities
Remove single item components
New_Q56
M67
M26
Results in 25 components

149 activities
Remove single item components
M62
F1_9_M60
Results in 24 components
146 activities
Remove single item components
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New_Q22
New_Q5
M57
Results in 24 components
141 activities
Remove single item components
F1_13_M59
F8_2_M69
M21
M102
F9_4_M94
Results in 22 components
125 activities
Remove suppressed <.5
items
M15
F7_4_M41
F2_7_M68
F9_1_M5
M16
New_Q44
M9
F9_3_M33
New_Q53
F8_1_M48
New_Q32
M97
F8_3_M55
M14
F5_7_M18
New_Q43
Results in 21 components

114 activities
Remove suppressed items
(<.5)

Factor
1

Factors 1 and 2
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New_Q24
F11_1_M95
F2_9_M8
M96
F1_8_M29
M38
F1_7_M78
F1_10_M90
F1_11_M58
F5_4_M37
F1_17_M91
Results in 19 components
87 activities
Remove suppressed items
(<.5)
F2_6_M88
M7
M61
F1_14_M42
F4_5_M75
F2_11_M73
New_Q46
F5_5_M28
F1_15_M66
F12_1_M83
New_Q16
F4_3_M45
New_Q27
M24
New_Q6
M49
New_Q31
M65
New_Q3
New_Q49
New_Q50
M56
F2_4_M92
M46
M11
F10_1_M40
F11_2_M35

All Factors
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Results in 16 components

81 activities
Remove suppressed items (<.5)
New_Q20
F1_6_M86
New_Q14
M22
M71
F2_13_M43
Results in 15 components

77 activities
Remove suppressed items (<.5)
New_Q2
F5_1_M25
F2_5_M70
F5_3_M3
Results in 13 components
74 activities
Remove suppressed items (<.5)
F2_12_M31
New_Q34
F10_2_M44
Results in 13 components

73 activities
Remove suppressed items (<.5)
New_Q33
Results in 13 components

72 activities
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Remove single item component
F1_16_M100
Results in 12 components

Run 15 - Compressed to 5 components and 6 components based on Scree plot

APPENDIX D: ANOVA
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ONEWAY Role_Conflict Job_Satis BY Revised_Six_Cluster
/STATISTICS DESCRIPTIVES
/PLOT MEANS
/MISSING ANALYSIS
/POSTHOC=TUKEY ALPHA(0.05).

N
Role_Conflict

Std.
Deviation

1

50

3.6000

1.27175

2

77

4.0227

1.50475

3

45

3.0694

1.18811

4

57

2.9386

1.29906

5

15

3.7250

1.41752

6

37

2.8784

1.48911

281

3.4084

1.43484

1

50

3.7400

.74052

2

77

4.0584

.77364

3

45

3.4889

.95637

4

57

3.6711

1.04919

5

15

2.6000

1.12520

6

37

3.1959

1.19044

281

3.6406

1.00280

Total
Job_Satis

Mean

Total

ANOVA
Sum of Squares
Role_Conflict

Job_Satis

Between Groups

df

Mean Square

60.544

5

12.109

Within Groups

515.909

275

1.876

Total

576.453

280

38.584

5

7.717

Within Groups

242.988

275

.884

Total

281.573

280

Between Groups

F

Sig.

6.454

.000

8.734

.000

6

5

4

3

2

1

.23933
.38657
.27398

1.08413 *
.29773
*

4
5
6

.25701

-.95328 *
.13085
-.65556
.19107

2
4
5
6

-1.14435

-.19107
-.06022
-.84662

3
4
5

.41925

.28917

.30396

.27398

*

.41925

2

.84662

6

.39747
.29703

.78640

4

.40836

-.72162

.65556

3

.38657

.40322

.28917

.39747

1

-.29773

.06022

6
2

-.78640

5

.12500

-.13085

3

1

.23933

-1.08413 *

2
.27313

.26539

-.66140

1

.30396

.40836

.27313

.28144

-.53056

1

1.14435

.25701

.29703

.95328 *

.72162

6

.40322

3

-.12500

5

.26539

.24877

.66140

4

.28144

.42273

.53056

3

.24877

Std
Error

1

-.42273

Mean
Difference

2

Clusters

Role Conflict

.334

1.000

.989

.001

.150

.334

.357

.596

.972

1.000

1.000

.357

.997

.000

.130

.989

.596

.997

.003

.414

.001

.972

.000

.003

.533

.150

1.000

.130

.414

.533

Sig

ANOVA

6

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

6

4

3

2

1

6

5

3

2

1

6

5

4

2

1

6

5

4

3

1

6

5

4

3

2

Clusters

.27278

*

.26529
.28025
.27278

-1.45844 *
-.88889 *
*

.59595

-.47511

-.29294

-.86250

*

-.54405

-.59595

.28773

.19845

.20861

.18803

.20384

.28773

.27673

-1.14000 *

-1.07105

.19845

.47511

1.07105

.18745

.16425

.18214
.18216

-.38739

-.06895

.29294

.20861

.28025

*

.88889

.18745

.17638

.19315

.18803

-.18216

-.56955 *

-.25111

*

.26529

1.45844 *
.86250

.16425

.17638

.17073
.38739

.56955 *

.31844

.20384

.27673

1.14000 *
.54405

.18214

.19315

.17073

Std
Error

.06895

.25111

-.31844

Mean
Difference

Job Satisfaction

.306

.162

.724

.000

.085

.306

.002

.021

.000

.001

.162

.002

.927

.175

.999

.724

.021

.927

.017

.785

.000

.000

.175

.017

.426

.085

.001

.999

.785

.426

Sig
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